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UMM Mission Statement
The mission of UMM as an undergraduate, residential, liberal arts college is distinctive within the University of Minnesota. The Morris campus
shares the University's statewide mission of teaching, research, and outreach, yet it is a small college where students can shape their own
education. The campus serves undergraduate students primarily from Minnesota and its neighboring states, and it is an educational resource
and cultural center for citizens of west central Minnesota. Through its instructional excellence, its commitment to research, its numerous
extracurricular programs and services, and its strong sense of community, UMM endeavors to achieve its place among the best liberal arts
colleges in the nation.
Cover photo: The UMM Center for International Program's International Fair provides a venue for prospective study abroad students to learn about
different programs and countries from students and faculty who have lived and studied abroad. A sampling of the participants included, clockwise
from upper right: Jiyoon Kim ' 08, management, represented her country of Korea; Caitlin Siefkes ' 08, anthropology and French, Coon Rapids,
studied in Morocco; Lauren Paulson ' 07, mathematics and statistics, Minnetonka, studied in India; Joel Deuth ' 07, political science, Brooklyn Park,
studied in England, Guatamala, and Italy; Molly Kloek '07, psychology and statistics, Stillwater, studied in India; Kate Borman ' 08, English, art,
and African American studies, Crystal, studied in Morocco; Ikjun Jang ' 07, political science, represented bis country of Korea; and David OpokuFrempong '07, management and statistics, represented his country of Ghana.
Inside cover: Spooner Hall Back cover: Campus winter scene photographed from the rooftop of Humanities Fine Arts
Cover photos by Mike Cihak, Media Services
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Global citizens here and everywhere
-a message from Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson
The theme of this edition of Profile is "Citizens of the World," and our focus
is on the many international and global experiences available here for University of
Minnesota, Morris students. The examples you will encounter as you read through this
edition confirm our efforts and affirm our successes. Students, faculty, and staff members
are involved as learners, teachers, observers, and performers in some of the most creative
and adventurous international activities currently found in higher education.
Thomas Friedman reminds us of how important these experiences are in his book,
The World is Flat: A BriefHistory of the Twenty-First Century. He reminds us of how
significantly the lives of all peoples of the world are intertwined in this new, "flat"
landscape. He speaks of the urgent need to respond to and benefit from this "flattening"
phenomenon as we create ways to enhance international and global understanding.
Responding to global changes and challenges
At Morris, we are responding to these global changes and challenges: by providing
opportunities for our students and facu lty members to travel and to experience first hand
the world around them ; by increasing the number of international students on our campus;
by encouraging language study; and by providing the kind ofrigorous and challenging
education that will ensure that our students are equipped with the knowledge, skills, and creative capacity they wi ll
need to emerge from our institution as civic-minded, compassionate, and engaged 21st century world citizens.
In her book, The Middle of Everywhere: the World 's Refugees Come to Our Town, Mary Pipher speaks of
another aspect of this world flattening, the transformation of Midwestern American communities. These towns,
many of them in America' s heartland, are in the midst of dramatic demographic transformation caused by the
in-migration of peoples from all around the world. Towns that were once "in the middle of nowhere" are suddenly
"in the middle of everywbere"-the center of the world in terms of their population mix.
The middle of everywhere
Like the communities Pipher describes in her· book, UMM is on its way to becoming "the middle of
everywhere," central in a way it bas never been before, but not because of immigration patterns. Our new centrality
is tied directly to the environmental and energy story that is unfolding here.
As one example, this summer we will welcome to our campus several graduate students from the University of
Minnesota's Carlson School of Business, who wi ll work with UMM undergraduate students to develop an economic
plan for community-based energy. We believe their work could serve as a model for and be transferable to other
rural communities-in our region and throughout the world. Such a plan would have application and relevance not
only for rural Minnesota, but also for countries like India, where the majority of people live in rural vi llages and
where a significant portion of the economy is in rural agriculture.
The best global citizens we can be
The University of Minnesota, Morris and its leadership-in wind energy, in using biomass/biowaste products as
sources of energy, and in promoting local foods as a source of economic development- provides an ideal research
and demonstration platform for projects like these that cou ld improve the lives of people here and abroad. UMM
students, faculty, and staff are at the forefront of these efforts.
At the conclusion of his book, Thomas Friedman challenges us to nurture creativity and the imagination, to find
ways to put dreams into action, and to be "the best global citizens we can be." That is precisely what we are up to at
UMM, and this edition of Profile highlights some of those activities.
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A message from Maddy Maxeiner, associate
vice chancellor for external relations
"The gift is not as precious as
the thought." So read my fortune
cookie at the end of a recent Chinese
feast, offering even more to chew on.
How simply this message conveys
the spirit of community that compels
us to contribute to the greater good.
What kind thoughts motivate our
actions, our gifts, our every day
gestures? What hopes do we have for
improving the common good? Our
good thoughts are the origin of our good works.
It is richly rewarding to belong to a community that
reflects our nobler ideals. These pages of Profile bring to
life the active community that is UMM as it spans local
partnerships as well as international relationships. Students,
alumni , faculty, and staff extend the community ofUMM to all
parts of the world.
A lumni and friends are vital members of our UMM
community. All gifts make a powerful statement of belief and
express membership in a community. A few dollars can have a
profound effect when pooled with gifts from other members of
our community. We can accomplish much together.
It's true: the thought is as precious as the gift. Thank you
for your thoughtful connections to UMM's ideals, UMM's
purpose, and UMM's mission. Together, we make a vibrant
community.

Portrait unveiled at Imholte Hall celebration
During Homecoming 2006, an open house celebration fo r
the renovated John Q. Imholte Hall, formerly Social Science,
included the unveiling of a portrait of the building' s namesake.
As a UMM art student, the late Robert Menzhuber '76 painted
Imholte. His brother, Michael, donated the painting to UMM.
Michael and his wife, Barbara, have also establi shed a
scholarship for UMM art students. The Robert A. Menzhuber
Scholarship honors Robert' s life as a high school art teacher and
his passion for sharing hi s love of art with students.

Photo from left: Lucy Imholte '70, Michael Menzhuber, Jack
Imholte, former chancellor and professor emeritus of history

LaFave remembered as longtime
UMM advocate and donor

You are invited t o attend the inauguration of

as U niversity of Minnesota, Morris chancellor
Friday, April 20, 2007
Luncheon
Student Center, 11 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
Cer em on y
Eds on Auditorium, Student Ce nter, 1 p.m.

Opposite Day, jazz combo
2p.m.
All eve nts are open to t he public in cludin g the U MM U nder gradu ate
Researc h Symposi um th at begin s in Jolm Q. Imholte H all at 3 p.rn .
a nd co ntinu es tlrroughout the aftern oo n wit!, prese ntatio ns and
poster displays.
F or m o re informati on or t o r equest special accomm odation s, pl ease
co ntact Ma gg ie Larson, spec ial eve nts coo rdinator, by pho ne at
32 0-589-6053 or e-mail larsonmt@m orris.umn. edu.

Longtime UMM advocate Edward
Lafave died December 6, 2006, at the
age of 82. A Morris-area banker and
civic leader, Lafave and fe llow members
of the West Central Educational
Development Association organized
the grassroots campaign that led to the
Morris campus' establishment by the
University of Minnesota Regents in
1959.
LaFave
A 194 7 graduate of the Twin
Cities campus, LaFave ' s support of
the University and of the Morris campus in particular lasted
throughout his lifetime. He and wife Patty Paul Lafave were
early UMM members of the all-University Presidents Club
giving society. They established the Edward and Patricia Lafave
scholarship for nontraditional students. "He had immense faith
in the power of an education to transform people ' s lives," shares
Maddy Maxeiner, associate vice chancellor for external relations.
In 2003 , the LaFaves donated their Morris home to UMM.
Lafave House serves as a campus gathering place for meetings
and special events.
Memorials may be sent to the Office of External Relations,
3 12 Behmler Hall, 600 East Fourth Street, Morris, MN 56267.
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Former chancellor David C. Johnson establishes fund for
"town/gown" conversations on occasion of residence hall renaming
On October 28, 2006, the campus community and campus
friends gathered to celebrate former chancellor David C.
Johnson's contributions to the University of Minnesota, Morris
by renaming· Independence Hall in his honor. On a day set aside
to thank him, Johnson reciprocated the sentiments. He established
a new gift fund at UMM to support activities and events that
encourage conversations and collaborations between the UMM
community, the Morris community, and beyond.

Administrator in the dorm
Johnson shared a few thoughts with the assembly about his
first weeks at UMM in 1990. Because he was appointed only
days before the academic year began, he didn't have time to find
housing, so he became a resident oflndependence Hall.
Johnson reminisced about his "born-again freshman"
experience: "Claude Sigmund [Independence Hall resident
assistant that year] and his 15 other charges gave me an epiphany
experience 16 years ago, a profound realization in those weeks
of the potential in these halls to plant and enrich, or destroy the
liberal arts dream . Classes and studios and laboratories take a
good chunk of a student's week, but the larger share is in halls
such as this, places where bright, curious, enthusiastic freshmen
and sophomores become exposed to friends far different than
those they knew in their home communities and neighborhoods.
David C. Johnson Independence Hall (DCJI) and all its
counterparts across the nation are rich, fruitful experiments in
opening minds to new ideas."
Alumni reflect
Sigmund ' 93, who with Gary Hedin ' 00 represented alumni,
addressed Johnson and the group saying, "Ifl can sum up Dave
and what he did for the student body, I would say empowerment.
He helped us feel important, helped us realize we had ideas and

David Johnson (left) was "overwhelmed" by the renaming of
a residence hall in his honor and by the presence of friends
and family who gathered for the celebration. Gary Hedin '00
·(center) and Claude Sigmund '93 spoke on behalf of alumni.

could affect change in our world starting right here in Morri s. To
borrow a phrase, ' He was a man of the people.' As one of those
people, I thank you. I can think ofno better legacy than to rename
the building where the impact began." Sigmund is a teacher in the
Edina Public School system.
Hedin, who Johnson described as the "embodiment of the
Morris Ideal: a scholar and idealist," shared that eight years as a
student leader at UMM and at the University of Minnesota School
of Dentistry have given him a unique perspective. "I worked
closely with a number of individuals but never quite felt the same
connection as I did with Chancellor Dave," said Hedin. "His
passion for education and dedication to helping students in any
way he could are unparalleled. The values
that he demonstrated on a day-to-day basis
have been an inspiration for me."

Community-building, far and near
Johnson closed his remarks by
announcing the establishment of the David
C. Johnson Independence Hall Fund for
Community Conversations. The fund
will support the creation of opportunities
for David C. Johnson Independence
Hall students to host visitors from the
Johnson
city of Morris, west central Minnesota,
and beyond to talk about their lives and careers. The gatherings
will provide visitors opportunities to be engaged in the campus '
mission while getting to know UMM students face to face .
"I think, for example, of persons in agricultural science
or health care, who have worked in second- and third-world
nations," said Johnson . "I think of farmers with complex
challenges to find new niches for their products or of teachers or
workers in the nonprofit sector as well as in business. I hope DCJI
residents will find energy generated by good talk between good
students and good adults about the search for the good life, all
enhanced by good pizza."
In addition to his recent gift, Johnson has contributed gifts
to UMM to establish funds for international service learning for
students and international faculty development.
As chancellor from 1990 until 1998, and now as a legendary
UMM supporter, Johnson bas created opportunities for building
community- on campus and beyond. Stated Chancellor
Jacqueline Johnson: "It is especially fitting that Independence
Hall should adopt his name- just as he adopted it when he first
came here to lead. And in taking that step, moving for a time
into Indy Hall, Dave Johnson reminds us of what is best about an
academic community, about this community. He reminds us that
this is, after all, a learning community in which students, faculty,
staff, alums, and friends all come together to learn from each
other; come together to teach one another. "
David Johnson invites others who share his belief in the value
of conversation and shared inquiry to contribute to the David C.
Johnson Independence Hall Fund for Community Conversations.
Please feel free to use the envelope enclosed.
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UMM students participate in
Global Issues Honors Consortium
A new program at lJtv1M funded by
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation offers
students a global experience that includes
courses in UMM classrooms to nationwide
student co llaboration, culminating in travel
abroad . The two-year Global Issues Honors
Consortium (GIHC) program "prepares
bright and motivated undergraduate students of color for graduate
or professional study with an international focus ." Bart Finzel,
GIHC coordinator and associate professor of economics and
management, says the program "seeks to inspire while providing
ski lls and training for a group of people who will be strong
advocates for social justice."
UMM students Nathan Gil es ' 09, St. Paul, Jacob
Croonenberghs '09, Wahpeton , North Dakota, Bobbi Smith ' 09 ,
New Prague, Ingrid Avendano ' 09, St. Paul , and Katie Warner
' 09, Deer River, along with sophomores from the University of
Minnesota, Twin Cities, Tougaloo College, and Dillard Un iversity
were interviewed and selected for the first cohort. They will
attend seminars at their respective colleges during the academic
year to study topics such as G lobal Encounters and the Making of
the Contemporary World. Next summer they will study together
during a seven-week workshop on the Twin Cities campus.
A community-based learn ing course and an intensive
research and writing course will lead to study abroad in summer
2008 . Cohorts will travel together for a six-week experience in
South Africa. At the comp letion of the two-year GIHC program,
students wi ll present a final research project. "The who le
purpose of the GIHC is to develop an international experience
in whichever area students choose to go into for a career," states
Croonenberghs, who is interested in studying international law at
the graduate level.
Fang Du, GIHC administrative coordinator, says UMM was
chosen for the new GIHC program "because of our successful
retention rate for students of color." She states: " It is important to
prepare students to become the next generation of leaders."
by Crystal Oko ' 07, Woodbury

Photo from left: GffiC participants Nathan Giles, Ingrid
Avendado, Jacob Cronnenberghs, Bobbi Smith, and Katie
Warner. Photo by David Nieves '10, El Paso, Texas

UMM Symphonic Winds
perform in Nassau, Bahamas
The UMM Symphonic Winds, consisting
of wind and percussion instruments, traveled
to the Caribbean as this year' s winter-break
tour destination aboard the MS Elation for a
six-day cruise. The musicians performed in
"" the ship ' s Mikado Lounge and in Hairbraiders
Jl:=ce,j
Square in Nassau, Bahamas, playing seathemed pieces such as Of Sailors and Whales by William Francis
McBeth.
Giving the students opportunities to play on land and sea was a
treasured experience. Martin Seggelke, assistant professor of music,
states: "Exposing students to different cultures and locations as well
as playing in different environments was wonderful. "
" It was a great opportunity to bond with fellow band
members, create long-lasting friendships, and make UMM known
to the global community," says Kate Raymond ' 08, Mankato,
clarinetist, music education and Spanish education major.
by Rebekah Deutl ' 08 , Anoka

L __

___

Center for Small Towns and
City of Morris receive Carter Award
The UMM Center for Small Towns (CST) and the City
of Morris received the 2006 Carter Partnership Award for
Campus-Community Collaboration . Minnesota Campus Compact
presented the award during ceremonies held in October 2006.
John Glenn, former astronaut and senator, was the speaker.
Named for former president Jimmy Carter and wife
Rosalynn, the award honors programs undertaken by a college
in partnership with a community group that address areas of
public need. Tom McRoberts, CST, notes that the CST/Morris
nomination for the award was unique because the two entities
have a long, rich history exhibiting "sustained cooperation of a
host of community projects over an extended period of time."
CST staff members are Torn McRoberts ' 68, director;
Benjamin Winchester ' 95 , data analysis and research coordinator;
Curt Bredeson program assistant; Jessica Beyer ' 02, program
assistant; David Fluegel ' 97, program specialist; and Barbara
Hesse, principal office administrative specialist.
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Buchanan serves as International
Women's Film Festival juror
Sarah Buchanan, associate professor of
French, was chosen to participate on the jury
for the Second International Women 's Fi lm
Festival held in September 2006 in Sale,
Morocco. AbdellatifLaasadi, director of the
Moroccan National Film Library, whom she
~ ~ - - - - ~ met during a research trip, invited Buchanan
to serve as a juror along with film actresses, directors, and editors
from around the world.
According to Buchanan, the jury members were treated like
celebrities. Moroccan newspapers covered the festival events
daily, and the crowds knew Buchanan's name as she walked the
red carpet with international actors and actresses .
Beneath the festival's glamour was an important goal: to
promote women around the globe in filmmaking industries and
to raise awareness of problems confronting women. The featured
fi lm s depicted the struggles of women from many countries. A
Columbian film shared the plight of women forced to become
drug runners . A Japanese film told the story of a strugg ling potter
and her son. Films from Egypt, Canada, Syria, Iran, Morocco,

Buchanan, third from right, with film festival jury
Spain, the United States, and other countries were viewed.
Buchanan, who teaches courses in African and French
cinema, wi ll draw on the festival experience in her classroom. She
is currently writing a book, tentatively titled Inside-Out, about
films by Muslim women immigrants in France.
by Crystal Oko '07, Woodbury

Treadway makes gift to Briggs Library
The Rodney A. Briggs Library has received a gift of historical materials from
longtime activist Leo Treadway. A significant portion of his collection was gifted to the
Minnesota Historical Society, but Treadway also wished for part of his life ' s work to
find a borne in Greater Minnesota. He chose UMM because of his friendship with Ron
Kubik ' 87, Media Services staff. Treadway' s donation, remarks Kubik, is "an important
repository for our students to use as research."
The gift includes publications and materials recording gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender (GLBT) community history in Minnesota and represents Treadway's
many areas of service: Governor Rudy Perpich ' s GLBT Task Force; HIV/AIDS
activism ; religious group newsletters; worship event programs; and items from St. PaulReformation Lutheran Church's Wingspan Ministry.
LeAnn Dean, Rodney A. Briggs Library director, notes that the materi als "fill gaps
of sequences for journal titles that Briggs Library already owns, and adds new and
unique records for
future study."
Jacqueline
Johnson, chancellor,
comments: "The
collection provides
a resource for those
who are interested
in learning more
about and conducting
research related to
GLBT issues. It
contributes in a positive
way to the University's
ability to cu ltivate
an understanding of
Photo from left: LeAnn Dean, Briggs Library director; Ian diversity in its many
Jentz '08, St. Cloud; Leo Treadway; and Ron Kubik '87
aspects."
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Schuman
accepts
a position
atUNCA
Sam Schuman,
former University of
Minnesota, Morris
chancell or, has accepted the position
of interim dean of the fac ulty at the
University of North Carolina at Asheville
(UNCA) for the 2007-08 academic year.
Schuman served as UNCA's
chancell or from 199 l-95 before beginning ·
his UMM tenure as vice chancellor for
academic affairs and dean in 1995. "This
is a chance to help, on a temporary basis,
an institution, an administration, and
a faculty of whom I am fond ," states
Schuman who retired as UMM chancellor
in June 2006.
Schuman and wife Nancy currently
live in Albuquerque, New Mexico, where
he is serving as the Garrey Carruthers
Chair in Honors Visiting Distinguished
Professor at the University of New
Mexico during the 2006-07 academic
year.
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Savannah Schulze '08: Semester-long study abroad
instills passion for China and its people
During summer 2005, Savannah

. - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - ,

Schu lze ' 08, Ely, and 11 other UMM
students traveled to Jiashan, China, Morris'
sister city, to help teach English to high school students and live
with host families. Before she left, Schulze knew she would
return. Studying at Capital Normal University in Beijing during
fall semester 2006 fu lfilled that pleasant premonition.
Schulze' s academic work at the college included studying
Mandarin Chinese, taught completely in Chinese, for four hours
each day. Two other classes, Anthropology and Chinese Culture
and Introduction to Modem Chinese Society, were taught in
English by Chinese professors. Language p layed a major factor
in Schulze 's experience. Basic tasks like ordering food, shopping,
and getting from place to place were first obstacles.
"I had no Chinese before this experience and dove head first
into learning! " shares Schulze. "As language skills increased, we
managed our way around the city, a great feeling! Chinese people
are very helpful and very patient. They will correct you and make
you repeat it until you pronounce it correctly- a big challenge!
There are four different tones. Pronounced incorrectly, the local
Chinese will not understand you, not even a little bit! Being
immersed in the language is the best way to learn."
During breaks, Schulze traveled. She visited Inner Mongolia,
a 24-hour bus ride, stopping at cu ltural sights along the way.
"We saw a monastery carved into the side of a mountain," shares
Schulze, "and visited the Gobi Desert, where we rode camels into

Schulze during Gobi Desert travels

the sunset-literally! We also rode horses in the grasslands and
slept in Yurts, traditional housing. It was cold, no heat!"
On another excursion, Schulze traveled to Huang Shan or
Yellow Mountain near Shanghai. "We climbed one of the most
important mountains in Daoism. The five-hour climb was straight
up, very challenging even for the most fit, but the view was
definitely worth it!"
Schulze believes her UMM education would not be complete
without her China experiences. "I am an anthropo logy major,"
states Schulze. "Study abroad is absolutely essential to learn more
about my field. I needed to know bow it felt to live in a foreign
country and how I would deal with challenges. In
China, everyone knows by looking at you that you
are obviously not from there and sometimes this
can be a challenge. You do something wrong and
everyone will notice! This experience taught me
to have patience and respect for different cultural
practices, to embrace differences."
Whi le UMM's Center for International
Programs helped prepare Schulze for study abroad,
she did have one big surprise. "I didn ' t expect to
make so many friends from around the world! " she
remarks. "My class was made up of Americans,
Koreans, and Nepalese, students from Iraq,
Suriname, Pakistan, Dominica, and Canada. That
was just my class not to mention the diversity of
people in my international dorm- a great chance
to learn about other cultures."
Capital Normal University students attend UMM
Whil e wonderful, Schulze's second trip to
The 2005 cultural exchange conversations between UMM and Capital
China did not satisfy her intellectual curiosity and
Normal University in Beijing, China, have come to fruition . Seventeen
interest in the country and its people. In fact, it had
students are enrolled at UMM this year, including Liubinq Chen:
the opposite affect. "I am making plans to return to
"Choosing to be an exchange student at UMM is one of my best choices.
China for a fifth year of study abroad, if possible.
Everyone is tolerant here. You can have different opinions in class and
This experience has changed me as a person. It
in your life. People here live a free life, and I feel so comfortable in this
has instilled an interest in not just China but other
community," states Chen. "Culture shock does exist between us, but we can
cultures around the world. I can ' t wait for my
still get along with each other very well."
next trip abroad and my next trip to China. I wi ll
Photo by David Nieves '10, El Paso, Texas
definitely be returning. "
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Global Student Teaching
-applying classroom learning in 49 different countries around the world

New Zealand: Cultural exchange and
exploration for Becky Houdek '07
Attracted to New Zealand for its
beautiful landscape and climate, student
teacher Becky Houdek ' 07, biology, has
not been disappointed . Since arriving a few
weeks ago, she traveled the south island with
fellow student teacher Matt Gravelle '07,
Maplewood, and Jess Nagel ' 07, Chanhassen.
The trio toured a glowworm cave, visited the rain forest, sea
kayaked, hiked the Franz Josef Glacier, and swam with seals.
Wainuiomata High School, near Wellington, has not
disappointed either. The teachers and student body of about 1,000
students, 30-40 percent Maori or indigenous people, and I 0-20
percent Pacific Islander, welcomed Houdek warmly.
"The teachers are very encouraging. I work closely with
two teachers with two very different teaching styles. I have three
classes: year 10 and 11 science, and year 13 biology (U.S. grades
9, 10, and 12 equivalent). It' s been a challenge to move to such
an unfamiliar place on my own and to take on the responsibilities
of being a teacher, but it is also really fulfilling. I have been well
prepared by my classes at UMM."
Cultural exchange is happening for Houdek both formally
and informally. "The students are a riot," says Houdek. "Have
you been to Hollywood? Do you know Kevin Garnett? Do you
ever see Snoop Dogg? They assume I'm from a city like L.A. or
New York. I tell them about Morris and Deer River where I grew
up, and they're shocked. They find my accent very amusing. I'm
still getting used to the Kiwi accent myself. I often have to ask
people to repeat things. "
"The people here are generally really laid-back and easygoing," reflects Houdek. "They are very concerned with
conservation and sustainabi lity, which is refreshing. I got a taste
of Maori cu lture during my first weekend here when I went to a
nearby music festival. I saw two Kapa Haka performances, which
involve traditional Maori singing, dancing, and movements
associated with hand-to-hand combat. It was really fun to watch."

Gravelle, Nagel, and Houdek on Franz Josef Glacier

Czech Republic: A place to teach
and to learn for Rachel Hoeschen '07
The Global Student Teaching (GST)
program fulfills two passions in Rachel
Hoeschen's life-teaching and traveling.
As a sophomore, the St. Michael native
participated in UMM ' s English Language
Teaching Assistant Program (ELT AP) in
Italy. Motivated by the rewarding experience,
Hoeschen began exploring GST options as soon as she returned.
Hoeschen chose to student teach in the Czech Republic,
based on a simple fact-she had never been there before. "I
wanted to go to a place that still had old world chann," she states.
"I also have a keen interest in European history. Since Prague
suffered little structural damage during the world wars, it is
somewhat of a history hot spot."
In January, Hoeschen began teaching fifth and sixth graders
at the British International School of Prague. Her 19 students
represent 13 nationalities. "My students are very smart and
have a strong drive to learn," shares Hoeschen. "They ask more
questions and read more books then any student with whom I' ve
worked in the past. Walking back to the classroom after a library
session, they need to be told to watch out for doors and steps
because they are so engrossed in their books! "
"It has surprised me just how culturally aware everyone
is here," reflects Hoeschen. "In the states, a student may start
learning a second language in high school. For many ofmy
students, English may be a third or fourth language. Ch ildren,
as well as most adults, seem to have a better understanding
of the world. They follow world politics and have a greater
understanding of world geography."
The UMM Division of Education, notes Hoeschen,
emphasizes multicultural education and encourages UMM
students to teach in a variety of settings. "Multiculturalism is
important to education today, and I can see no better way of truly
understanding what it means than by actually going out into the
world and experiencing a variety of cultures."
Photo above: Hoeschen and her class in Prague
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Nelson '03 studies music and learns about self in Brazil
Two themes run through Jessica
Nelson' s decision to study in Brazilmusic and people. Nelson '03 , a music
major, lives in Sao Paulo, a multicultural
metropolis, the world's second largest
city. The experience has enriched her life, professionally and
personally.
Nelson ' s introduction to Brazil came in 2001 during a
cultural exchange between the UMM Band and the Conservatorio
de Tatui in Tatui, a smaller city in rural Sao Paulo state. At the
time, conversations with her Portuguese-speaking counterparts
were difficult, but the bassoonist communicated through bits
of Spanish, hand gestures, drawings, and-of course--the
international language of music. "I got to know so many people,"
recalls Nelson, "and felt the warmth of the Brazilian people and
culture."
Back at UMM, Nelson enrolled in a beginning Portuguese
course but the real communication transformation occurred when
she returned for extended study in Tatui, where very few knew
English. "The best thing that I did to improve my Portuguese was
to teach English. I had five classes of five to 10 students, ages
14-65," shares Nelson. "Ifmy students didn't understand me in
English, I had to know the words in Portuguese. Now, my friends
here tell me that they hardly know that I'm an American because
I speak Portuguese so well!"
As language skills developed, so too did Nelson's musical
accomplishments. During her three years studying at the
Conservatory in Tatui, she played in several ensembles including
Symphonic Wind Band. She is first bassoonist for the Symphonic
Band in Cubatao. After several auditions, Nelson was selected
to play with the Orquestra Experimental de Repertorio, one of
the best pre-professional orchestras in Brazil. "The conductor
is great, and the repertoire is challenging. A section ' monitor'
acts like a teacher throughout every rehearsal," she shares. "Our
concerts are in Sao Paulo's historic city theater."
In 2004, Nelson was chosen to participate in a music festival
in Campos do Jordao. "Famous musicians from all over the
world attended," remembers Nelson. Festival participation is
demanding, but the rewards are great: "A usual day includes

orchestra rehearsal in the morning, individual lessons and
chamber music in the afternoon, and concerts at night. After
three weeks of this rigorous schedule, everyone needs a break!
But it's an excellent opportunity to learn more about music, your
instrument, and yourself."
Nelson's network of musician friends also affords her
interesting opportunities like serving as a substitute in a variety
of ensembles. "The best subbing job I've had was for the
Symphonic Jazz Orchestra, a professional group that plays only
jazz and Brazilian music."
Nelson loves living in Sao Paulo, although she notes that
safety precautions are necessary. "That's one thing I miss about
Morris," she says, remembering her hometown.
In the city that "never sleeps," Nelson and friends attend
concerts, visit museums, enjoy music and dance in clubs,
and frequent street fairs. "One ofmy favorite street fairs is in
Liberdade, a neighborhood with the largest concentration of
Japanese outside of Japan," says Nelson. "Another favorite
neighborhood is Beixiga, home to Italian immigrants where you '11
find the best Italian restaurants in the world! It's fun to watch the
samba schools' rehearsals before carnival time." In downtown
Sao Paulo where Nelson works, she is surrounded by ancient
buildings as old as 500 years, a historical aspect she enjoys.
While Sao Paulo itself could provide endless exploration,
Nelson also ventures beyond the city. "Brazil is a great place to
travel!" she says. "Every state is like visiting a new country. One
of the best places is Salvador, Bahia, one of the oldest cities in
Brazil." When Nelson's family visited, the group traveled to Rio
de Janeiro and Foz do Iguacu, an amazing natural wonder of270
waterfalls on the Iguacu River.
This year, before she returns to the United States, Nelson is
studying at a Sao Paulo conservatory, teaching bassoon lessons,
and playing at every opportunity that presents itself. She will
miss the beautiful country, the energy of a cosmopolitan city,
and her friends in Brazil, but graduate school plans may still
hold connections to the country she loves. She bas applied at the
University oflowa where the professor of music who teaches
bassoon pedagogy is a musician from Tatui, the city where her
Brazilian journey began.

Music enticed Nelson '03 to study in Brazil. Friendships and the beauty of the country will make it hard to leave. Left photo:
Nelson (center) and friends on New Years Eve. Right: Snorkeling with boyfriend Fabio near Parati, Rio de Janeiro state
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UMM prepares Norgren '08 for ELTAP in Ecuador
Ecuador's impact on Amanda Norgren
'08, Rockford, could be described as swift,
powerful, and beautiful. She arrived in Quito
in mid-January to serve through UMM' s
English Language Teaching Assistant
Program (EL TAP) at Colegio Los Pinos, an all-girls Catholic
school. In a few short weeks, Ecuador and its people challenged
her mind and captured her heart.
A bilingual school, Norgren assists Los Pinos classroom
teachers in the elementary and high schools, and teaches an afterschool remedial English class. Norgren credits her UMM Engli sh
and Spanish classes for preparing her for the EL TAP program
and also notes: "The wide range of knowledge gained at a liberal
arts college like Morris prepared me to better understand and
appreciate a different culture."
"This is my first time abroad," reflects Norgren, "so the
biggest challenge for me has been to rid myself of expecting
things to be how they are at home. I am learning to live in a new
way in this new place. My entire world is bigger and my mind is
open to new things. I have learned to be flexible and adaptable.
I have a better understanding of what culture means and am
learning to see the world in a new way. And my education is
incredibly enhanced by this experience."

In addition to
opportunities at Los
Pinos, Norgren's
roommates, also
university students,
provide exposure to
Ecuadorian culture.
"The girls in my
apartment have
taken me to concerts,
historical sights, and
museums in Quito and
other cities, and I will
be going on a trip to
The people in Ecuador, especially the
the jungle," she shares. children, captured the heart of Amanda
"The people I've met Norgren '08.
here in Ecuador treat
me like family . Their view of relationships is different than in the
United States. They are warm and generous, and consider you a
friend right away . I didn't expect to be so loved so soon! "
After Norgren completes her EL TAP assignment in April,
she plans to volunteer for a nonprofit organization in Ecuador or
Peru before returning to Minnesota.

Chauvin: De Montpellier, France a Morris, Minnesota
Guillaume Chauvin,
Chauvin enjoys spending time with
Montpellier, France,
Clayton A. Gay Hall floormates and
appreciates UMM 's facilities, helpful
will remember 2006 as
a year of "firsts"-first
offices, and many resources, including
,.,._.,.,__ _,,, study abroad experience,
accessible computers. "I really like the
first United States visit, and first visit to an
telescope in the observatory," he notes. "It's
English-speaking country.
amazing! " A typical college student, he also
Cindy Fel, a Montpellier friend and
enjoys "parties and sleeping," and he likes
2005-06 exchange student, recommended
Minnesota breakfasts. "In France, we don' t
UMM to Chauvin. "She told me that people
cook for breakfast," he shares. "but I really
are so nice here, and it's true! Everyone 's
enjoy it. I like how I can just take time to sit
open-minded which is nice, especially
and relax."
going to a different country where you don't
Chauvin would recommend UMM "to
speak the language. It's challenging to learn
everybody," he says. "It' s a very nice school
English and be able to communicate with
that has a pleasing study environment. UMM
Chauvin and Tammy Berberi, assistant is also very personal. You can chat with
people easily. By the end of the school year,
professor of French, at the UMM anyone." He believes that studying abroad is
I hope to be fluent. "
French Club's raclette party.
Chauvin, a third-year business and
a valuable experience, noting that learning
communication student in France, says
a new language and living in a different
his school is very different than UMM. "In Montpellier, there
culture are important achievements.
are three universitivs that each specialize in a specific field :
For making him and other international students feel welcome,
literature, business and sciences, and medicine and pharmacy. In
Chauvin thanks Sharon Van Eps, associate administrator, and Tom
my school, there are different campuses." Chauvin attends the
McRoberts, director, in the Center for International Programs, and
Institut Universitaire et Technologique, part of the Universite de
others who "take care" ofUMM's international students.
Montpellier.
by Rebekah Deutl ' 08, Anoka
'The classroom system is very different, too" he notes. "At
UMM, students engage in discussion and share their opinions. At
Forty-one international students representing 15 countries will
study at UMM during the 2006-07 academic year: China, Moldova,
my school in France, the professors just lecture. The students aren ' t
France, Sri Lanka, Venezuela, Taiwan, Malawi, Korea, Ivory Coast,
very involved. Here, you can call professors by their first name."
Netherlands, Ghana, Latvia, Aruba, Indonesia, and Peru.
He finds the personal relationships appealing.
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Jeff Peterson '77, international business attorney:
Homebase-Vancouver, work place-anywhere
Jeff Peterson ' 77 illustrates his own
personal definition of a global citizen: "a
'nimble' person, sensitive to differences,
comfortable living and working in a variety of countries with
dramatically differing cultures." As an attorney practicing
international business law, his work takes him to cities around
the world-Hong Kong and Amsterdam, Sydney and Paris.
Homebase is Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada, a lively,
multicultural city surrounded by
the natural beauty of the Pacific
Northwest.

A growing interest in
international politics and relations
When Peterson arrived in
Morris as a new White Bear Lake
High School graduate, world travel
and global affairs were not on
his mind. A few classes later, he
found himself gravitating towards
international politics courses taught
by the late William Peterfi, professor
of political science and a native of
Hungary. After backpacking Europe
the summer before his senior year,
Peterson graduated in 1977 as a political science major with an
international relations concentration.
"I wasn't a particularly good student in high school,"
remembers Peterson, "and ifl hadn't discovered UMM and a
field like political science to study, I somewhat doubt ifl would
have graduated. Political science still provides a meaningful
foundation for me given my international career and practice."
After graduating from Georgetown University's law school
in Washington, D.C., Peterson accepted a position with a major
law firm in Seattle. Four years later, when an opportunity to
work for "Seattle's premiere international company" presented
itself, he grabbed it. As a member of The Boeing Company's
legal department, Peterson traveled the world negotiating aircraft
financings. One of those high finance bargaining sessions led to
a job offer from "across the table" ... and across the Atlantic-a
large British law firm.

Broadening perspective
"I lived and worked in London for five and one half years,"
shares Peterson. "It was a fantastic experience. Truly 'law at the
top.' My practice involved aircraft and project financing, Euro
syndicated loans, and international transactional work."
While in London, Peterson completed a master of laws {LL.
M.), an internationally recognized postgraduate law degree,

While Peterson gained an advanced degree and valuable
professional experience, living abroad also produced less
tangible but no less important rewards. "There is enormous
value in experiencing other cultures and places," he asserts.
"It greatly broadens one ' s perspective on the world and on the
United States. Often this underscores the great and the good of
the U.S.- our ideals, our values. Sometimes it is an eye opener
to discover other ways, ideas, and values. After
living in London for several years, I realized that
I' d changed far more than my U.S . friends, that my
worldview and perspective had expanded so much
it might be difficult to return to the U.S. Many
ex-pats say that after living abroad for five years,
one can never go home again. That overstates it a
bit, but there 's truth to the point."

The pull of the Pacific
Practicing law in Great Britain and living in
London was invigorating and challenging, but
Peterson began to again feel the pull of the Pacific
Northwest. When he-an American citizen-and
wife Nickey-a South African citizen-married,
they decided to start their life together on neutral
Peterson territory in Canada. In 1994, he rejoined his
original Seattle law firm, accepting a position in its
Vancouver office.
"I love the mountains and water of British Columbia.
Whistler Mountain-with fantastic skiing-is just over an hour
from my house, the ocean and all its wonders a short walk from
our door," says Peterson. "I love the green of the mountains and
the blue of the water and the white of the snow. Vancouver itself
is an incredibly modem and alive city, stunningly situated."
Life in Vancouver is rich and full for Peterson and his
family-Nickey, Matthew (11) and Tegan (7), but new global
adventures always remain a possibility for the future. States
Peterson: "I'd be quite open to living and working in Europe
for maybe two years to cap off my career, show our kids the
continent, and get one more protracted, up close taste of all that
is Europe."
Peterson's expertise in and attraction to global citizenry
does not preclude his appreciation and affection for his place
of origin. "If home is where the heart is, in a number of ways,
it remains Minnesota," he reflects. "There's a lot of one's heart
that's always devoted to the comfort and familiarity of where one
grew up. And now, after living in several countries, I'm a partner
in the only U.S. firm with an office in western Canada, Dorsey
& Whitney, Minnesota's largest law firm. I'm on the phone to
Minneapolis weekly, if not daily, with the opportunity to return
to Minnesota for annual meetings. It truly strikes me as a small
world."

specializing in international business law. He remembers that
the program required an "enormous amount of reading," most
completed while commuting on the ''tube."
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Warning: Study abroad may lead to a lifetime addiction
-to learning, adventure, and cultural curiosity
UMM's Center for International Programs can find a study abroad match for just about
any student, any major, any time of year. Affordable three -to four-week short programs,
semester programs, and full academic year programs can be arranged in a multitude of
locations. Whenever or wherever, cross-cultural learning in different countries complements
UMM's on-campus curriculum. The only drawback, it may be addictive.

Brian Holte '08 studies at Oxford University in England
Perhaps his mother, a world traveller, planted wanderlust in
Brian Holte ' 08, Aitkin, with her stories. Perhaps it is innate, but
once he made the decision to study abroad, he took full advantage.
Before, during, and after his official academic program at Oxford
University in England, he accumulated considerable travel miles and
travel experience.
"Before Oxford, I spent three weeks in Norway visiting my
father's relatives and working on their rutabaga farm," shares Holte. "In England, I
visited Stonehenge, Stratford upon Avon, Bath, Porsmouth, and Warwick Castle. During
the academic term, I visited Dublin, Ireland, and Edinburgh, Scotland, both of which are
friendly cities. After Oxford, I skied and snowboarded in the French Alps near Grenoble,
then I met a friend in Poland where we visited Auschwitz. To conclude my trip, I spent
four days in Paris seeing the sights most people only see on TV and postcards like the
Eiffel Tower, the Louvre, and Notre Dame."
Of course, the principal reason for his travel was also memorable. "Oxford is a
beautiful city, full of history. The academic system at Oxford University is rigorous,
especially the ' tutorial' system-an hour or two of one-on-one weekly instruction. The
remainder of the week is spent preparing," shares the mathematics and economics major.
"I am so glad I chose to make travel a priority in my education. I feel that I take a
more worldwide perspective on global issues," reflects Holte. "And traveling gave me
the strong self confidence that I can go anywhere."

Molly Kuether '08 to study in Costa Rica and maybe India-again
There is no doubt where Molly Kuether ' 08, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, contracted the desire to travel-family. Visiting a
military service uncle and a professional opera singer uncle in
Europe has taken her to England, Ireland, Switzerland, France, and
Germany. In January 2006, she and 20 other UMMers studied in
India with Pareena Lawrence, associate professor of economics.
During summer session 2007, she will study in Costa Rica. And her
list of places in which to travel and learn-in Africa and South America-grows.
For five weeks
this summer,
Kuether will study
Tropical Ecology
and Contemporary
Latin American
Literature in Costa
Rica. Both will
"count" towards
graduation and
majors in Latin
American area
studies, political
science with
an emphasis in
international
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Holte in Edinburgh, Scotland

relations, and a Spanish minor. She knows
there will be challenges, but her trip to
India to study globalization- or, in some
cases, the lack thereof-has prepared her.
"India was amazing," reflects Kuether.
"Everyone was so open and so giving. No
emphasis on material goods because so
many had so little. It makes you appreciate
what you have, and makes you consider
the value we put on material things. I came
to really appreciate basics like water and
electricity. We take so much for granted."
As a student intern for the Center
for International Programs, Kuether
"loves helping people decide where to
study." Her personal stories, even the
lack of electricity and the "shock" of
Indian toilets, help other students imagine
learning about others and learning about
themselves in far away places.
And while Kuether appropriately
discloses the difficult parts, she also shares
favorite memories, like the colors of
brilliant saris and brightly painted homes
contrasting against unpaved dirt roads. She
captures the people's vibrancy. Or they
capture her. India is back on Kuether' s short
list, a return trip with Lawrence in 2008.
Photo: Kuether (far left) and fellow
UMMers at a school in India
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Chemistry major begins Anderson's career path to
high-finance in the world of biotechnology and pharmaceuticals
From time to time Denise Anderson ' 83
looks around at where she's at in life, both
geographically and professionally, and is a bit
surprised-pleasantly- by where she finds
herself. For the past 14 years, the native of the
prairie community of Maynard has made her
home in Zurich, Switzerland, within minutes
of the majestic Swiss Alps. Anderson arrived as a chemist. While
still a scientist at heart, today Anderson is an equity research
analyst and head of healthcare research for Kepler Equities in the
"financial capital of the world."
From New York to Switzerland
After receiving a doctorate in organic chemistry in 1989
from Johns Hopkins University, Anderson first worked as a
senior scientist for BASF chemical company in New York City
and then with Hoffmann-La Roche, a global healthcare company,
in New York and New Jersey. In 1993, Anderson transferred
within Roche, as it is commonly known, to Switzerland as
the company internationalized its Swiss base. "At the time,"
remembers Anderson, "I had not intentionally looked for a
position outside the U.S., although the idea always held appeal."
During the next five years, Anderson's responsibilities
shifted from laboratory head to director. She supervised several
project teams with clients in Europe, Brazil, and
Singapore. Over time she noted two things : "I
found that people had a hard time seeing beyond
the chemist, and I was also getting a little bored."
Exploring her options, Anderson decided to
pursue a master of business administration, but
leaving Switzerland or her position with Roche
was not in her immediate plans. The Global
Executive MBA at Duke University-the first

Anderson enjoys Zurich, ranked as best city in the world for
quality of living by Mercer Human Resource Consulting's
2006 worldwide survey. Photo credit: kettu@morguefile.com

distance learning program of its kind-allowed her to achieve her
goal in 1997, and new career doors opened.
"I did not plan to make such a dramatic career change," says
Anderson, "However, once I started to look at what was possible
with my additional degree, a new profession became more and
more interesting."
Science, finance, and government policy
As an analyst, Anderson evaluates pharmaceutical and
biotech companies for investment opportunities: "I look at a
company like Roche and recommend to institutional investors,
i.e. people managing pension funds and mutual funds, whether
they should buy or sell shares of stocks," she shares. "Evaluating
pharmaceutical companies requires an analyst to look at many
areas: science- Will the clinical trial work or not?; financeHow much money will the drug make?; and government policyWill a change in Congress bring drug price controls?"
As an expert in her field, Anderson is periodically called
upon for interviews by the media, including the Wall Street
Journal, Nature Biotechnology, MSNBC, and CNBC.
Except for the right to vote, Anderson is fully immersed as
a member of Swiss society. "I have found Switzerland very open
and welcoming to me as an American," she states. "In addition
to my work, the country has a number of advantages that keep
me here. None of the cities are all that big, but
they have more cultural and other opportunities
than most, if not all, comparable U.S. cities. Of
course, seeing all the famous sites, as Switzerland
is conveniently located for even weekend trips to
other countries, is also fun! "
"The hardest part," she continues, "is the
distance from family. On the plus side, I get more
vacation, which contributes to a good quality of
life. I actually see my family more now than when
I was living in New York City."
Improved approach to life
A longtime member of the Presidents Club
giving society, Anderson directs her UMM gifts
to the Division of Science and Mathematics. She states: "UMM's
science and math department helped me become the person
I am today. I appreciated not only the education, but also the
very personal interest taken by professors. And even though my
current job is considered to be finance , my science background
has been most helpful."
Anderson does have one regret about her UMM career: "One
thing I can say for sure, I should have studied more German, the
language spoken in this part of Switzerland! "
As does her UMM education, Anderson 's experience living
abroad will impact her future wherever life takes her. "The
chance to experience a different way of doing things allows you
to improve your approaches to life," reflects Anderson. "We can
learn something from every culture."
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Kildegaard to research Denmark's wind energy policies
as model for west central Minnesota economic development
Wind is the fastest growing source of
energy in the world. From scenic vistas in
Germany to rigs off the coast of Ireland,
innovatively designed wind turbines are
producing clean, affordable, renewable power-and financial
opportunity. Across the United States, the stage is set for major
advancements in wind energy production. Arne Kildegaard,
associate professor of economics, purports that the worldwide
wind energy trend has the potential to create a viable local
enterprise on the west central Minnesota prairie. Next summer,
Kildegaard will travel to Denmark, one of the world's leading
countries utilizing wind energy, to research and study the
successful Danish model for community and local wind energy
ownership.
Minnesota wind energy legislation
Economic opportunities with the magnitude of wind
energy infrequently present themselves in rural Minnesota, says
Kildegaard. The recent legislative bill mandating 25 percent
of Minnesota's energy needs must be met by wind by the year
2025 will require additional turbine construction and increased
wind production.
From an environmental point of view, the legislation is
very positive. From a rural economic development perspective,
a possible downside may be that the legislation includes no
requirement regarding where or from whom the wind energy
will be obtained. Potentially, out-of-state companies or large
corporations rather than local farmers, area partnerships, or
regional cooperatives could own all of the anticipated new wind
development in Minnesota.
Kildegaard states the obvious: "It would be better if those
profits were staying local."
Percentage versus price
Minnesota wind energy policy, which is typical of the
approach taken elsewhere in the United States, focuses on
compelling the utilities to acquire a certain percentage of their
power from wind. Kildegaard argues that this focus encourages
the utilities to deal with other utilities in the wind development
business, rather than with local ownership groups.
"Traditionally, the way it has been set up has not been
amenable for receiving wind energy produced on a local
scale," shares Kildegaard. "I've been making the case to
legislators that it essentially pits the local farmer against large
corporations. Historically, utility companies prefer to negotiate
power purchases with large corporations-one big contract that
fulfills energy needs."
At the Ris0 National Laboratory in Roskilde, Denmark,
Kildegaard will research the European model in which the
focus is on regulating the price rather than the quantity of
wind. Price regulation, he claims, provides the foundation for
a system that could be far more economically beneficial to

rural Minnesota. A
set price virtually
eliminates the need
for the arduous
negotiations that
local ownership
groups must
currently engage in
with utilities, and
generally allows
smaller wind
energy producers
to "navigate the
electricity industry,"
states Kildegaard.
In Denmark, where
such a price model
is followed, local
cooperatives own
80 percent of the
installed turbines.

Kildegaard

Local versus corporate
During the summer of 2006, Kildegaard and Josephine
Myers-Kukindall ' 05 conducted a wind energy study
comparing corporate ownership versus community or local
ownership. Their research, using regional data, projects that
locally owned wind production has four times the economic
impact on local value added and almost three times the impact
on local job creation.
Kildegaard's year-long sabbatical will be conducted in a
country that illustrates those findings. The Danish wind industry
produces 20 percent of the nation ' s electricity (compared to
one percent in the U.S.) and employs more than 20,000 people.
Ninety percent of the wind turbines manufactured in Denmark
can be found around the world, including the West Central
Research and Outreach Center turbine located on the ridge
outside of Morris, Minnesota, generating electricity for the
UMMcampus.
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Greetings from Carla Riley '85, director
of alumni relations and annual giving
You will enjoy reading in this issue
of Profile the accounts of several UMM
alumni living abroad. I admire these people
and appreciate their sense of adventure.
My first international experience can
be credited to UMM. As an undergrad,
I traveled to London with a group of
students, friends, and faculty for a 10-day
theatre tour arranged by the UMM theatre
department. I had a truly memorable experience. Of course,
language was not a problem and a 10-day trip to London
cannot compare to living abroad, but I did come to realize
that an international experience opens the mind in ways that
cannot be duplicated in any other manner.

UMM at the Guthrie Theatre
Speaking of London ...In December, 70 UMM students,
alumni, and friends were treated to a special "international"
experience, transported through space and time to 19th
century London via Charles Dickens' A Christmas
Carol performed in the fabulous new Guthrie Theatre in
Minneapolis. The event was so successful that we plan to
reserve a larger number of tickets next year for what promises
again to be a delightful gathering.
Inaugural Senior Banquet
December 2006 also saw the launch of a new UMM
Alumni Association initiative. The Class of 2007 was
honored by the UMMAA with an inaugural senior banquet
in Oyate Hall, celebrating their accomplishments and
building class identity. The semi-fonnal dinner and program
served as the perfect platform from which to launch the
first annual senior gift legacy project organized by a senior
gift committee of which I was privileged to be a part. Their
commendable efforts will result in a permanent Class of 2007
gift to campus-a paver sidewalk on the UMM mall. We owe
them our sincere appreciation.
UMMAA "on the road" events
The ongoing UMMAA "on the road" program stopped in
Fargo, North Dakota, in January, Mesa, Arizona, in February,
and Washington, D.C., on March 1. Much reminiscing, good
conversation, and an update from Chancellor Jacquie Johnson
made for enjoyable events.
Next, the UMMAA will be "on the road" in Minneapolis
for a Timberwolves game on Wednesday, April 18, 2007. A
limited number of discounted tickets are available through
the Office of Alumni Relations. E-mail alunmi@morris.umn.
edu or call 320-589-6066.
Feel free to contact me personally anytime with
questions, concerns, or just to say hello! I always enjoy
hearing from alunmi and can be reached by e-mail at
rileycj @morris.umn.edu or by phone at 320-589-6394.

UMMAA "on the road" at the Guthrie Theatre
The Guthrie Theatre, Minneapolis, was the place to be on
Saturday, December 2, 2006. Seventy students, staff, alumni,
and friends of the campus were treated to a dessert reception in
the main floor lobby, followed by a stirring performance of A
Christmas Carol. Due to popular demand, look for the UMM
Alumni Association and UMM Office of Student Activities to
collaborate again next year for a holiday visit to the Guthrie.

Photo from left: Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson visits with
Onika Nicole Craven '95, Samantha Shepard, Anna Parvi '97,
and Luz Mortl '97 at the UMMAA Guthrie Theatre reception.

Meet the newly elected directors
of the UMMAA board
Three new members of the UMM Alumni Association Board
of Directors were elected at the annual meeting held during 2006
Homecoming weekend.
Tony Schuster '02, management, is a
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans financial
associate in Hopkins. He is studying for a
certified financial planner designation. During
his UMM career, Tony played baseball and
football. He makes his home in Mound.
Dennis Girnmestad
' 73, speech and theatre, is
Schuster
employed with the State
Historic Preservation Office
of the Minnesota Historical Society in St. Paul.
In 2004-05, he served on the steering committee
for UMM's historic preservation plan funded by
the Getty Foundation. Gimmestad lives in St.
Gimmes tad Louis Park.
Howard Hecht '92, mathematics and
physics, is a senior project manager for
technology at Thomson West in Eagan where
he has been employed for over 12 years. An
avid trombonist during his UMM career,
Hecht continues honing his skills, playing with
various big bands around the Twin Cities area.
Hecht and wife Laura reside in Rosemount with
Hecht their three active children.
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A message from Juli Wagner '92
president of the UMMAA

L
UMM MSP Alumni Chicago "on the road" event
On Friday, November 3, 2006, the UMMAA hosted a
Multi-Ethnic Student Program (MSP) alumni gathering at the
Firehouse in Chicago, Illinois. Special guests were Bill Stewart,
retired MSP director, his wife, Ida Stewart, Mike Miller, MSP
assistant director, Bonnie Tipcke '74, MSP executive office and
administrative assistant, and Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor. The
evening's conversation included the topic of a possible alumni
"road trip" from Chicago to Morris for Homecoming 2007.

Have you played the Six Degrees of
Kevin Bacon trivia game in which you
name an actor, and it only takes so many
steps to link that person, through their
films, to Kevin Bacon? I have a variation
of that game, a twist that brings you right
back to the University of Minnesota,
Morris. I call it the UMM Game.
Think about meeting someone at
a conference or workshop. You have a
conversation with this person, mention your alma mater, and
they know someone who went to UMM. It happens to me
all of the time. For a living, I plan meetings for people in
the grain industry. You wouldn't believe how many of those
folks know where UMM is and know someone who attended
the school. There are UMM alums worldwide, and it doesn't
take too many steps to find them ... sometimes its even less
than six degrees!

UMMAA "on the road"
This year, the UMM Alumni Association Board of
Photo from left: Bonnie Tipcke '74, Steve Dunning, Bill Stewart,
Directors has made it.a goal to reach out not only to our
and Brigitta Ligon Dunning '94
recent graduates through the new Young
Alumni program, but also to all our
UMM alumni of every class year. We
are organizing gatherings all around the
United States to make contact with many
UMM alumni. More and more alums want
to gather together, network, and enjoy the
company of their fellow UMMers.
These informal gatherings-in Chicago,
the Twin Cities, Fargo, Mesa, Washington,
D.C. and Rapid City-give us time to come
together, meet with old and new friends,
and to hear about what is happening on our
campus in Morris. It is an easy way to get
more involved in your alma mater. And you
never know where it could take you. You
could be reacquainting with an old friend
Graduation Sidewalk to be Class of 2007's gift to campus
or find a contact for a new job. Most of all,
The Senior Legacy Committee announced the Senior Legacy Project at the
you ' ll enjoy the company of fellow
First Annual Senior Banquet, sponsored by the UMM Alumni Association. The
far-reaching alumni who share a similar
Class of 2007's gift to campus will be a Graduation Sidewalk of engraved pavers
history at a wonderful, small liberal arts
installed near the natural stage on the mall. Parents, alumni, faculty, staff, retirees,
university on the prairie.
and friends of the campus may also donate pavers that will be dedicated during
Utilize the UMM Alumni Association.
Homecoming 2007. Contact the Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving at
It is here for you. If you can't make it to one
alumni@morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6066 for more information.
of the organized gatherings, plan your own.
Or jump on the Web site at
The 2007 Senior Legacy Committee and chancellor, front from left: Jacqueline
www.morris.umn.edu to stay up-to-date
Johnson, chancellor; Lauren Paulson '07, Minnetonka; Katie Clark '07,
with alumni events and news, or share
Lakeville; Emily Stout '07, Minneapolis; Susan Seim '07, Maple Grove; Back:
an update for the Class Notes section of
Carla Riley '85, director of alumni relations and annual giving; Dan Moore '07,
Profile.
We look forward to hearing from
Champlin; Cassie McMahon '07, East Troy, Wis.; Juli Wagner '92, UMMAA
you!
president; Paul Carlson, Plymouth. Not pictured: Molly Kloek '07, Stillwater
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2006 distinguished alumni Starner '65 and Mukand '80 visit campus
The UMM Alumni Association awarded Stuart Stamer ' 65 and Jon Mukand '80 the
2006 Distinguished Alumni Award, which honors alumni who have made noteworthy
contributions in their professional lives, in public service, or in service to the University.
The award was presented at the alumni association banquet held during Homecoming.
Stu Starner's career in higher education
A three-sport athlete-football, basketball, and baseball-Starner received a bachelor
of arts in physical education, a minor in history, and secondary education certification in
1965 . He began his career as assistant basketball coach to Jim Dutcher of the Minnesota
Gophers and then as head coach at Montana State University. In 1995, his career grew to
include hjgher education fundraising and planned giving. He served as associate director
of development and planned giving at the University of Texas, San Antonio, director of
major gifts for intercollegiate athletics at Montana State University, and chief executive
officer at the University of Houston Athletics Foundation. Stamer currently serves as
director of major gifts at the 12th Man Foundation at Texas A&M University.
During the award ceremony, Stamer spoke about being a student at the newly
established UMM campus. He discussed three "constants" that make a difference
Starner '65 spoke to students at the P.E. in students' lives today just as they did in the 1960s. He identified "the power of
extracurricular experiences" as an important role in student development. Noting "the
Center during his campus visit.
power of peers, he recognized his UMM experience as "more about people than about
place." And Stamer praised the final "constant" in the academic experience-professors. "In 1965, we were blessed by the pioneers who
were here," he said. "Faculty make a difference-not just their credentials-their caring."
Gary McGrath '68, Arizona State University dean of student affairs, was one of Stamer's nominators. "I have a great deal of
respect for Stu Stamer," he said. "In the rughly competitive field of Division I intercollegiate athletics, Stu bas been a successful head
men ' s basketball coach at two institutions. Over the last 10-plus years, Stu bas applied
rus considerable management and leadership skills to become an effective university
development officer. Stu is an excellent example of a UMM graduate from a small town
in Minnesota who has had a very successful career."
Jon Mukand: poet and physician
Jon Mukand received a bachelor of arts in chemistry and English in 1980. He earned
a master of arts in English from Stanford University in 1985, a doctor of medicine
from Medical College of Wisconsin in 1985, and a doctorate in English literature from
Brown University in 1995 . Mukand, a physician specializing in rehabilitation medicine
(physiatrist), is currently medical director at the Southern New England Rehabilitation
Center and an assistant professor at Boston University and Tufts University.
Mukand is principle investigator for the BrainGate Neural Interface System, which
seeks to improve quality of life for paralyzed patients. The research involves implanting
a silicon chip on the brain to record electrical activity. A computer decodes and translates
the signals allowing the patient to perform simple tasks via a second computer.
A love ofliterature and medicine merge in Mukand's writing. Introduced by his
former teacher and fellow poet, Jim Togeas, professor of chemistry, Mukand read a
Mukand '80 shared poetry and prose at
paper reflecting on BrainGate research and shared his poetry at an afternoon gathering.
a gathering held in the McGinnis Room
He has authored numerous scientific articles, edited two textbooks, Sutured Words:
during his campus visit.
Contemporary Poetry about Medicine and Vital Lines: Contemporary Fiction about
Medicine , and published several poems, including: "Oxygen" and "Revisions of a Medical
Record. "
Dwight Purdy, professor emeritus of English, one ofMukand's nominators, stated: "So far as I know, he [Mukand] is the only
published and respected poet to publish extensively, too, in medicine. Some like William Carlos Williams, have been practicing ·
physicians who published volumes of poetry. But Mukand is alone, I think, as a poet publishing widely in a scientific field. And
although I am not qualified to speak about his scientific work, it seems to me consistent in its creative, cutting edge research with
Mukand the poet. His work on quadriplegia and the structure of the brain might well be called a form of poetry."
During the award ceremony, Mukand recalled conferences with Jim Gremmels, his first class with Dwight Purdy, and the
"encyclopedia knowledge" of Laird Barber, all professors emeritus of English. He spoke of kindness shown to him by Cathy and Ernie
Kemble, professor emeritus of psychology, after the death of his father. In closing, Mukand told of the Indian tradition of touching the
feet of those greatly respected, saying, "I am deeply grateful to my teachers at UMM. I touch your feet."
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Alumni survey results announced
More than 15,000 UMM alumni had an opportunity to
participate in the largest all-University alumni survey ever
conducted by the University of Minnesota. Almost 3,500
UMMers responded.
Data was collected from alumni between January and May
2006. The SO-question survey, designed to measure alumni
influence and achievement, asked questions in five areas:
University affinity, career information, organizations founded,
community involvement, and "about you."
"Survey results indicate that UMM alumni are satisfied with
their college experience," says Carla Riley, UMM director of
alumni relations. Other interesting UMM alumni findings include:
• Fifty-two percent work in the discipline in which they
received their degree.
• Sixty percent work at a business or organization that they
founded.
• Sixty-nine percent volunteer with nonprofit or charitable
organizations; Thirty-five percent serve in leadership roles
for these organizations; Seventy-three percent make financial
contributions to nonprofits or charitable organizations.
• Fifty-six percent were scholarship recipients while at UMM.
• Fifty-one percent have spent the majority of their career in
Minnesota.
"The results of the survey indicate that the University of
Minnesota, Morris offers a valuable resource for Minnesota,
the region, and beyond," states Riley. "UMM alumni have
fanned out across the United States and in other countries. Their
contributions positively influence socio-economic conditions on a
wide scale."
For more results of the Universitywide "Connecting with our
Alumni" survey visit wwwl .umn.edu/urelate/survey/.

UMM Career Center moves to
self-managed credential file system
Over the past decade, significant changes have occurred in
the area of teacher recruitment and hiring, as well as in career
development philosophy. After in-depth exploration of these
issues, the UMM Career Center decided to move to a selfmanaged credential file system for new graduates and alumni. A
step-by-step guide, available online, was created to help alumni
with self-managed file development, and the Career Center staff is
available to meet with educators to answer questions.
Current file holders can have their credential file sent to them
for a $5 postage and handling fee. For those who wish to selfmanage their files, instructions and the credential file request form
are available on the Career Center Web site. Alumni may wish
to subscribe to a commercial online credential file service. (Note:
The Career Center does not endorse any online credential file
services.) After July 1, 2007, all files in the Career Center will be
confidentially destroyed.
Discontinuation of credential services will not impact UMM
academic records with regard to documentation of the teacher
education program nor will it impact a search for a teaching
position. To access forms or for more information, contact the
Career Center at ummcc@morris.umn .edu or 320-589-6065.

Meiningens Reunion
With the guidance of Siohban Bremer, assistant professor
of theatre and adviser, the current members of the Meiningens
student theatre organization, provided a warm welcome for
alumni who made it back to campus for the Homecoming 2006
Meiningens Reunion. Said Robert Flynn ' 70: "For those ofus
who were there it was wonderful. Thank you everyone. For those
of you who were not there you will notice that we- like youhave not changed a bit. Something that really has not changed
was the almost instant warmth and caring. We are lucky people."
Photo from top: Julie Sande Caliendo '79, Bruce Rowan '82,
Sharon Rowan '82, Linda Dahlen '72, Dennis Gimmestad '73,
Ric Roy '71, Barb Roy '71, Janet Faith-Bowman '70, Cathy
Berg Michaelson '71, Joy Bashara-Ingram '73, Robert Hansen
'73, Robert Flynn '70, Greg Lemmons '71, Tim Ingeman '76
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Class N otes_______________
Class of '67
Ken Beck owns The Crossings, a learning center, meeting place,
and spa near Austin, Texas.

~

compiled by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka

Class of '78
Sheldon Giese was elected mayor of Morris in the 2006 election.
Lyle Rambow 's daughter, Chelsey, was married in July 2006.

Ruth Piepenburg Domingo, Morris, passed away in October 2006.
Class '70
Joel Swanson works for Cherry Creek Radio, Denver, Colorado,
as general manager of the Northern Plains Radio
Network with stations in Williston, North Dakota, and
Sidney, Montana. He has been in the broadcasting
business for more than 30 years. Joel and wife Donna
have five children and seven grandsons.

Class of '79
Curt Finch started 4 Paws, a suburban animal control agency,
about 15 years ago.
Dirk White was named 2006 Williard
B. Simmons Independent Pharmacist of
the Year by the National Community
Pharmacists Association.

Class of '72
Alan Johnson has enjoyed living in the Pacific
Northwest for 25 years. He makes his home in
Seattle, Washington, where he co-owns a small
consulting firm that specializes in stream restoration
activities for salmon and trout. "I have an enjoyable
13-year-old daughter who keeps me young (and
working)! Life is good."

Class of '80
Neil Wiese welcomed grandson
Donovan Damon in August 2006.
Class of '81
Don Munsterman won the Stevens
County Board of Commissioners
District 5 seat in the 2006 election.
White

Class of '75
Linda Papke Kampmeier, Chokio, passed away in
September 2006.
Robert Kieffer Leaverton was ordained as an Evangelical
Lutheran Church of America pastor at Zion Church of the City of
Baltimore, Maryland in July 2006. He and wife Susan then moved
to Absarokee, Montana, where Robert is pastor at Immanuel
Lutheran Church. He writes: "August was an exciting month; the
Derby Fire ' blew up' and blanketed the town with smoke and
ash. We received a call to be ready to evacuate at a moment's
notice. We turned our church into a relief center to feed and house
anyone who had to evacuate from their homes. My first month of
ministry was quite a baptism of fire!"

Class of '82
Jeff Schmitz, lead computer systems
.developer for Federated Insurance, has lived in Owatonna for nine
years. Wife Kris is court clerk in Steele County. They have three
children: Laura (17), Brooke (14), and Michael (11).
Class of '83
Dale Brown was awarded the 2006 Health Initiatives Leadership
Award from the American Heart Association' s Greater Midwest
Affiliate. Dale is professor of exercise physiology at Illinois State
University in the School ofK.inesiology and Recreation.

The LaFave House was abuzz with conversation at the 2006 Homecoming alumni gathering following the football game. From left:
Marilyn Johnson Syverson '65 and Maggie Larson '88, special events coordinator and LaFave House manager; Bruce Mebust
'71 and Kirsten Scribner-Mebust; and Janet Faith Bowman '70 and Alisande Allaben, alumni relations database manager
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Class of '84
Scott Bagley writes: "I
went back to active duty
to participate in the war on
terrorism in Afghanistan.
I am at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, training. I am a
senior major and due for
a promotion. I will be the
CMOC leader in charge
of operations and plans at
Proventical Reconstruction
Team. I have 21 years of
service in the army and plan
to retire when I come back
home."

Class of '85
Carlos Gallego is director
of community partnerships
for the Minnesota Children ' s
Museum. He serves on the
District # 112 school boardChaska, Chanhassen, Carver,
and Victoria.

Class of '85
Sharon Rud Gunder
received a master of
education in teaching and
learning from the Saint
Mary's University last
spring. She is director of
bands at Woodbury High
David and Theresa
UMM alumni who as students worked with Eric Klinger, professor School. "I returned to
O'Halloran-Johnson '91
emeritus of psychology, on his "Project on Fantasy" research Norway this summer and
participated in the Adair,
gathered in St. Paul in December. From left back row: John this time I took my husband
Della, and Friends concert in Andrews '75, Jane Delage '76, Joe Fridgen '71, Rachel Froiland and my father," she writes.
September.
Quenemoen '72, Mary Martin '75 Front row: Sandra Johnson '78, "We traveled around the
country by trains, planes,
Karla Klinger, Eric Klinger, Deb Smith '75, and Paul Heyl '80
and automobi les (and cruise
Brian Petermeier married
ships). We spent time with
Amy Mahlum in March
2006, ending his streak ofbachelordom. Amy is a native of
the relatives, the 'Delingsruds,' that I had contacted after 112-plus
years (the name was changed to 'Rud' at Ellis Island). Through
Holmen, Wi sconsin. They both teach biology at Hudson High
School, as does Jami Yurek Hoium '95.
tons of historical research and Norwegian relatives, we returned
to the farm where my great-grandfather was born, and visited the
Bob Peterson lives in South Minneapolis with his wife, three ·
fami ly church. The local newspaper published a wonderful halfdaughters, three dogs, two cats, and many other creatures. Bob's
page article about mine and my cousin ' s researching journey. I
look forward to returning and to having guests from Norway in the
passion is singing and hosting karoke parties. To feed the troops,
he runs an international advertising sales company, Mobile
near future! " Sharon is also looking forward to seeing friends at
Media, Inc.
Jazz Fest and would like visitors if you're ever in the Stillwater/
Woodbury area.
David McRoberts works for Lakeland Mental Health Center,
Inc., in Fergus Falls primarily providing mental health practitioner Doug Tigner lives in Maple Grove with wife Diane and their
services to adults in the Adult Rehabilitative Mental Health
children: Allison (1 1), Caitlyn (9), Ryan (7), and Austin (5).
Services program.

From left: Tim lngeman '76, Ron Allen '78, and Harry Hanson '79; David Hoppe '73, Bruce Miller '72, Christine Fullerton '75,
and James Moore '78
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Class of '86
Tim Goodmanson designs and
executes sets for "As the World
Tums." He has won four Emmy
Awards for his work.

Class of '91
Greg Sperr, Morris, welcomed baby
Alexander Octavio in September
2006.
Class of '92
Jean Fellbaum Braun is the 2006
Educator of the Year, named by
the Young Audiences of Minnesota
organization. She is enrichment
coordinator for Meadow Lake
Elementary School in New Hope.

Class of '87
Jeff Koch is chairman of the
MakeMusic, Inc. Board of Directors.
Class of '89
Bob and Molly Born Bruckner '91
welcomed baby Ryan David in June
2006. He joins brothers Jack (7) and
Evan (4).
Julie Nevill married Scott Strand
in January 2006. Julie performed
multiple roles in Machinal with
Theatre ProRata and played Kate in
P.S., Your Cat is Dead with Starting
Gate Theatre.

Sandra Spain Carlson, Chokio,
passed away in October 2006.

David Andrs '03 and Jessie France '04 were married
in September 2006 in Minnetonka. Jess Larson '92,
associate professor of studio art and Jessie's former
adviser and professor, created her wedding dress.

Class of '90
Alfredo Castillo writes: "Anyone
from 1986 to 1990 that remembers
me, please send me an e-mail at castilloloans@yahoo.com. I am
looking forward to hearing from old friends."

Kristi O'Connell Ekroth welcomed son, Cedric Lee, in October
2006. He joins brother Caeden (3). Kristi teaches English and
speech at Yankton High School.
Debra Nelson McNally, Morris, welcomed grandson Carter
Robert in October 2006.
Kevin Swift is general sales manager at Saturn/HUMMER in Eau
Claire, Wisconsin. He and wife Kristi have three girls, ages 11 ,
seven, and three. "I've unfortunately lost contact with so many
of you and would love to hear from you all. Take care and I look
forward to visiting with everyone!" E-mai l Kevin at kswift@
bergstromauto.com.

Send us your Class Notes!
Your friends are waitittg to hear frot1t ~!
Jy 111ail:
Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving
UMM 123HFA
600 East Fourth Street
Morris, Minnesota 56267

Jy e-111all: alumni@morris.urnn.edu
Online: www.morris.umn.edu/ AlurnniUpdate

Class of '93
Matt Carrington ran for a seat on
the Morris City Council in the 2006
election.

Michael Peterson was ordained into
priesthood in September 2006 at
Blue Cloud Abbey in Marvin, South
Dakota. Michael is organist and
choirmaster for the abbey, as well as
librarian, director of Camp Mahpiyato, and in charge of Saints
Placid and Maur Hermitages.

Class of '94
Dean and Tonya Lebrun Larsen '93 say: "We are now a party
of five! Max (7) and Ricky (5) adore their little sister Ella Marie.
The boys love school, and Ella is happy at day care." Dean
teaches in Plymouth at Armstrong High School, tutors, and is a
Link Crew leader, training staff and students. Tonya teaches at
Meadow Lake, the same school she attended as an elementary
student. For five years, Tonya has been job sharing a second grade
position. She also mentors the new elementary teachers in the
Robbinsdale School District.
Stacey Sneider Luetmer is a family physician practicing at the
Alexandria Clinic. She, husband Ron, and Adrianna (8), Abbie
(5), and two-year old twins McKenna and McKenzie live in
Glenwood. Contact her at luetmer@charter.net.
Brandon and Jenny Anderson Schaust '95 welcomed baby
Adam Kenneth in March 2006. The family lives in Brooklyn
Park where Jenny is an environmental educator and volunteer
coordinator with Hennepin County, and Brandon is a marketing
database analyst with Target.
Kelly Weedman Weber, Sartell, and family moved back to
Minnesota after spending eight years in Spokane, Washington.
They welcomed two daughters into their family: Morgan Paige,
born in August 2004, and Mallory Claire, born in February 2006.
The girls join big brother Blake and big sister Abigail.

Next Class Notes deadline: April 15, 2007
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Class of '95
Shelby Ehrenberg writes: "Hello from Arizona! I have made
a career change to improve my work/life balance and am now
a realtor with RE/MAX. I can be reached at 480-540-9886 or
shelby.ehrenberg@remax.net. Hope everyone is doing well!"
Kari Struxness Feldhaus was named the Marshall-Roberts
Head Start Parent of the Year. Kari is a mother of three, teaches
Spanish online, and teaches Spanish once a week at BrittonHecla Elementary School. She and husband Matt raise registered
Labrador Retrievers .
Jami Yurek Hoium teaches biology at Hudson High School
alongside Brian Petermeier '84, her former Cougar track coach.
Jami is head coach for Hudson' s girl's track, state runner up in
Wisconsin for the 2006 season. Jami says: "Hello to all those
early 90s Cougar track people out there! Remember Cougar
Hill!"
Annalisa Prahl married Daniel Eisenstein in Minneapolis in
September 2006. Annalisa practices small animal veterinary
internal medicine in Tucson, Arizona. Daniel is an astronomy
professor at the University of Arizona.
Gavin , son of Curt and Keely Palmer Rees '94, is four years
old. Daughter Harper was born in January 2006, on Keely's
birthday. Curt is principal of Northern Hills Elementary School
in Onalaska, Wisconsin. Keely is associate professor of health
education at the University of Wisconsin , La Crosse. In August,
Curt enjoyed a fishing vacation to northern Minnesota with
friends, including Matt Struve '95 and Bill Roberts '96.
The Paynesville Area Schools Bulldog Booster Club inducted the
late Greg Schwartz into the Bulldog Hall of Fame. Greg died
in a car accident in 1992 after his
freshman year at UMM.

Dana Bender Brink writes: "Life has been very exciting for
me this fall. In September, I married a wonderful man, Mickey
Brink, who works for the federal government as a U.S . marshal.
Then we moved from D.C. to Minneapolis over the last week of
November! I'd love to hear from those of you that I've lost touch
with while I've been in D.C. for the past six years. Drop me an
e-mail at mdana75 @hotmail.com ."
Lael and Jenna Erickson Daire, and sister Harper welcomed
baby Briar Marie in June 2006. Contact them atjenna@daire.us .
Jason and Lynnae Glieden Lina '01 are attorneys with Fluegel,
Helseth, McLaughlin, Anderson and Brutlag law firm in Morris.
Benjamin Leonard was a featured panelist at the UMM Driggs
Lecture in September.
Luke Robinson ran for a seat in the Minnesota State House of
Representatives for District 23B in the 2006 election.
Jason Schommer, Rebecca Jo Malmstrom '98, and Raebel
Flynn '99 announce that LaVie Theatre Company ' s Wonderland
was the 2006 Fringe Festival's most popular show with over 1,300
people attending. The production won a coveted encore spot
performing at the Guthrie Theater February 1-3, 2007 . Schommer
wrote and directed. Malmstrom was assistant director. Flynn
handled publicity and performed as the Duchess. Current UMM
student Erin Denman "made a memorable tum as the Mistress of
Tarts." E-mail them at lavietheatre@yahoo.com .
Eric Single and wife Kelsi welcomed Aubrey Annika born in
April 2006. Eric is a paramedic for North Memorial Aircare.
Kelsi is an ER administrative assistant at St. Cloud Hospital.

Cy Thao won a third consecutive
term as state representative from
District 65A in the 2006 elections.
Class of '97
Scott and Sarah Thompson Berry
along with Samuel, William, and
Jackson announce the arrival of
Emma Rose and Kathryn Anne,
born in June 2006. "Kate and
Emma are the perfect completion
to our family and everyone is quite
smitten with them, especially their
brothers." Scott's law firm , Berry
Law Offices, opened a second
office in Princeton. The main
office is in Chisago City. "Life has
been very busy this past year, but
we feel truly blessed to be in the
middle of it all!"

Kirsten Jaglo '94, (center) was chosen as the 2006
Latterell Visiting Alumnus. An expert in plant
molecular biology and U.S. international climate
change policy, Jaglo serves in the U.S. Department
of State's Office of Global Change. Timna Odegaard
Wyckoff '94, assistant professor of biology (left) and
Margaret Kucbenreuther (right), associate professor
of biology, helped coordinate the October 23, 2006,
campus visit and presentation.
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Class of '98
Jennifer Wright Dalquist and
husband Mark welcomed baby
Matthew Oliver in April 2006.
"Matthew was 10 pounds at birth
and is a happy, healthy boy," she
reports. Jennifer is director of
student access for the Midwestern
Higher Education Compact. Her
current project includes launching
the MHEC e-Transcript Initiative,
facilitating the transfer of high
school transcripts across an 11-state
Midwestern region.
Mitch and Sharon Wittkop Dorr
'95 welcomed baby Rachel in
August 2006: "Adam (4), Jacob (3),
and Paul ( 18 mos.) are excited to
have a little sister." Sharon is a stayat-home mom. Mitch teaches social
studies and coaches varsity football
and boys' basketball at Cook County
High School.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS

Matt Shea performs game break downs
for the Washington Redskins' coaching
staff and is assistant video director.

Josh Fischer ran for a seat on the Morris
City Council in the 2006 election.
Luke and Sarah Fischer Heikkila '97
traveled to Italy to celebrate the wedding
of Luke 's ELTAP host-brother Matteo
Pantoni . "If you need tips about enduring
international travel with a two-year-old,
drop a line at lukeandsarahheikkila@
hotmail.com." The trip marked the sixth
visit between the families .

Class of '00
Anthony Athmann is a personal banker
for Wells Fargo in Hibbing.
Kassie Church married C.J. Camp, a
librarian, last fall. She writes: "We are
having fun in our 115-year-old ' money
pit' town home in South Minneapolis. We
both work for government entities, gladly
accepting our paychecks from ' The Man.'
All in all, a good time."

Nyisha Burnett Kinard married Arnold
Craig "AC" Kinard in September 2006 in
St. Lucia, West Indies.
Jamie MacDougall received the A. Harry
Passow Classroom Teacher Scholarship
from the National Association of Gifted
Children (NAGC). Jamie presented "Beyond
Identification: Ensuring the Success of
Minority Students in Gifted Education" at
the NAGC 's national convention.

The Droske family makes their home
in Chicago where Tim '02 attends law
school. Anne '04 is a stay-at-home mom
with baby Andrew. They enjoyed their
visit to campus during Homecoming
weekend.

Class of '99
Janine Diedrich Ikhaml and former teammates Kari
Jacobson Hedin '00 and Becky White '99 helped organize the
UMM Sundown Rundown Alumni Race in October 2006.
Jeff Knutson and Katrina Juujarvi '02 spent a week together in
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, at the end of September. They
are first-time homeowners after closing on a house in Eden Prairie
in November. "Things are going very well, and we would love to
hear from old friends. Please e-mail Jeff at jaknutson5@yahoo.
com . Hope all is well with all fellow alumni! "

Virginia Clinton is a doctorate student
in educational psychology and a research
assistant in Minneapolis.
Jana Bunjer Koehler took first place in
the women ' s league golf tournament held
at Pomme de Terre Golf Club.

Class of '01
Andre Chouravong passed the Minnesota bar exam.
Robert Fitzgerald ran for a Minnesota seat in the U.S. Senate in
the 2006 election.
Emily Peterson Jasperson , New Prague, teaches grade 7, 8,
and 10 science and coaches varsity volleyball in Randolph
Schools.
Nick and Cynthia Langanki Johnson '00 moved to Dawson
in 2003 . Cynthia runs a group home in
Madison. Nick is a stay-at-home dad with
their daughter. They would love to bear
from old college friends at ncjohnson@
famerstel.net.
Betsy Stringer graduated in 2005 as a
doctor of veterinary medicine from the
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
Class of '02
Cindy Mueller Buyert welcomed baby
Matthew David in June 2006. She writes:
"Life has gotten really busy in Clear Lake,
South Dakota, for husband Myron and
me!"

UMM was well represented at the January 2007 joint meeting of the American
Association of Physics Teachers and the American Astronomical Society in Seattle,
Washington. From left: Anne Hayes '07, Andover; Gus Rustan '07, Oklee; Gordon
McIntosh, UMM associate professor of physics; Jason Koester '02, Bemidji High
School physics teacher; Ben Stottrup '99, Augsburg University assistant professor of
physics; and Derrick Hilger '97, Duquesne University assistant professor of physics
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Amy Cullen is a Web site designer
for Inergize Digital Media. She bought
a house with boyfriend Fredis in
Minnetonka. Amy would like to start her
own Web site designer company.
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Iverson '05 experiences Japanese
culture as JET English teacher
Since August 2005, Becky Iverson '05 has been a participant in
the two-year Japan Exchange and Teaching Program (JET).

Ericka Schultz Iverson '03 and husband
Jeff celebrated two years of marriage in
July 2006. In November, they welcomed
baby Brody Lee.
Robynne Curlee spent four and one-half
years at NARAL Pro-Choice Minnesota.
She is now co-executive director for new
adventures in India with plans to teach
English and study yoga. E-mail her at
robynnec@gmail.com.
Missy Henton is in her second year at the
U ofM School of Veterinary Medicine.
Katherine Penas is a New Heights
Elementary School Title I teacher.
Aaron Perrine's Shimmer was performed
by the Appalachian Wind Ensemble.
Casey Wagner is technology support
services manager at St. Cloud State
University.
Class of '03
Paul Hintgen is employed by Fujitsu, an
electronics company near Tokyo, Japan.
Katie Foley McKenzie, Herman, is news
director at KMRS/KKOK in Morris.
Eric Steinhoff, a 2006 University of
Minnesota Law School graduate, is an
attorney with Lind, Jensen, Sullivan, and
Peterson in Minneapolis.
Meredith Larson, Alexandra Leis '04,
Haley Nelson, and Sara Sullivan are
featu red singers on Christmas in the Old
Country Church. More information is at
www. hendricksmn .com/singsaas.

Tell us about your work. As an assistant language teacher (ALT), I team-teach
grades 7 to 12 English with a Japanese teacher at two high schools and a school for
the deaf. I run an English club, judge speech competitions, run mock English college
interviews, make presentations at JET conferences, and take sign language and
Japanese classes.
Sometimes I feel that my "real job" is exposing students to the world beyond
Japan. I live in Yamaguchi, by Japanese standards, a small town of 120,000 people
in one of the most rural areas of Japan. Most students' image of the U.S. is shaped
by Hollywood and based on stereotypes. My students tend to lump foreign countries
together. They ask me about gaikoku (abroad) culture, as if it were one culture. I tell
them, "I know about life in parts of the U.S., and in parts of Spain, but I don't know
about the rest of the world."
What has surprised you? I was surprised by how much English, considered "cool,"
has been integrated into Japanese. Nearly everyone in Japan has studied English, but
most don ' t know it well. The result is strange, convoluted English everywhere, like
"Do you like today 's yourself?" on a T-shirt worn by a 4-year-old girl. I doubt she or
her parents were intending to ask a deep, philosophical question.
What has been challenging? The language. I majored in Spanish, studied abroad in
Spain, and studied some French and Portuguese, so I was confident about my ability.
It turns out it' s more difficult to learn a language that's unrelated to your native
language. I didn 't speak Japanese when I arrived, so I went from a college-educated
adult to being completely illiterate, dependent on others for everything from reading
menus to getting on the right train. I've made progress. I now read and write Japanese
as well as a third grader, but my speaking skills are at a kindergarten level, though in
my defense, small children are remarkably good at speaking their native language!
Would you recommend living abroad to others? I strongly recommend an
experience like this or study abroad to fellow UMMers. The people I've met and
the experiences I've had have taught me a lot about myself and where I come from ,
in addition to teaching me about the culture and way of life in a completely foreign
place. I would never consider myself to be closed-minded, but it's easy to claim to
be open-minded when you rarely run
into people who are different from
you. Living in Japan has tested ideas
I had about who I was, because here
I'm no longer surrounded by people
with similar upbringings and ideas.
I've started to look at aspects of my
home culture differently. For example,
the Japanese garbage system is
complicated, and it's difficult to throw
most things away. As a result, I buy less
stuff. I don 't think my life is less rich,
and I have more travel money!
Photo: Becky Iverson '05 (right) teamteaches English in Yamaguchi, Japan
with Hiroe Serai (left).
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Dustin Retzlaff, Columbia, South
Carolina, teaches middle school and high
school orchestra and music. Dustin attends
the University of South Carolina School
of Music in the master of arts in music
and jazz studies program. He's a part-time
student, part-time music teacher, and parttime bassist. "How many part-times can
I do?" he jokes. "I've only been gone for
awhile, but I already miss Morris! "

Jen Klug '05 (left), and Sara Campbell
'05,
attended
Homecoming
2006
festivities, including the Imholte Hall
Open House. Klug is a sales counselor
for LA Weight Loss, and Campbell is a
German translator for Tricare military
insurance.
Class of '05
Mariela Marcantetti Lindberg is
studying international relations and
comparative politics at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. Husband Tim
'06 is applying for a doctorate program in
political science. The couple was married
by UMM English instructor Argie Manolis
in June 2006 at Lafave House.

Dave Robbin was accepted into the
juris doctor program at the University of
Minnesota Law School.
Class of '06
Malinda Berglund is assistant basketball
coach at Cook County High School, her
alma mater.
Cindy Lahr teaches grade 9 and 12
English and Introduction to
Theatre at Braham Area High
School.
Richelle Maciej's revised
senior seminar project, "A
Touch of the Wild Side: A
Fantasy-Theme and Feminist
Analysis of the Twins
III," was published in the
Communication and Theater
Association of Minnesota
Journal, 2006.

Stephanie Thompson '06, Alexandria,
(left) and Kyla Winter '06, Richfield,
were back on campus last fall to attend
Homecoming 2006 festivities. Thompson
is substitute teaching, and Winter teaches
first and second grade math and reading
at Partnership Academy charter school.

Emily Thomas works for
Eckroth Music in Waite Park
and is organist for Shalom
Lutheran Church in Alexandria.

Tomoson

Ashley Tomoson, Edina,
teaches third grade at Zachary
Lane Elementary School in
Plymouth for the Robbinsdale
School District.

Colin Whitebird, a member of the
Rosebud Sioux Tribe in South Dakota and
a member of the 2nd Infantry Division, is
recovering in Pierre, South Dakota, after
being injured in August 2006 while on a
tour of duty in Baghdad, Iraq.
Faculty and staff notes
Lois Hodgell, Oshkosh, Wisconsin,
professor emeritus of studio art, passed
away in November.
Fall 2006 Profile corrections:
Sheldon Hamann's address was incorrect.
It is 413 South Buchanan Avenue, Pierre,
S.D . 57501 , or contact him at 605-2246942 after 9 p.m. CST.

Melissa Dvorak '05 and Randy Hamling '04 were married May 27, 2006 in St. Paul.
Alumni in the wedding party were Jordan Bohm '01, Andy Grassmann '03, Matt
Jones '03, Cody Specketer '04, Shannon Buncher '05 and Christina Van Buren '05.
The soloist was Angela Adam '06. The Hamlings make their home in Bloomington.
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The last names of Bruce Burnes, former
faculty who passed away in May, and Kiel
Harell ' 06 were spelled incorrectly.
We regret the errors.
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Fall 2006 UMAC
All-Conference

Athletics update
-Mark Fohl, director of intercollegiate athletics
Outstanding year underway
The 2006-07 academic year has
been outstanding for Cougar athletics.
Big Cat Stadium opened. Football won
its first UMAC championship. Women's
soccer won its third UMAC Tournament
Championship. Women's cross country
finished runner-up in the conference
meet. Emma Schlosser '09, Nelson, was
the medalist in the first UMAC Women's
Golf Championship, and UMM fielded its inaugural men's
soccer team. We are proud ofUMM coaches and athletes.
Coaching changes
After a national search, Todd Hickman was named head
football coach. Since 1998, Hickman served as assistant
football coach at UMM, coordinating both offense and
defense. He played Cougar football in the early 1980s. The
Morris native earned a bachelor of science at St. Cloud
State University and a master of science at the University of
Nebraska, Kearney. I feel confident in his ability to continue
making progress and leading the program in the future.
The Friends of Cougar Football Golf Outing and Cougar
Fest, established under former head football coach Ken
Crandall who resigned in December, will continue under
Hickman's new leadership.
Mylai (Don) Tenner was hired as assistant women's
basketball coach and head men's and women's tennis coach.
Coach T has a number of years of high school coaching
experience in Minneapolis/St. Paul and was an outstanding
football player at Southwest State University.

Congratulations to the following student athletes who received
all-conference honors for fall 2006.
Football-First team : Chris Szorc '08, Chicago, Ill.; Joe Pirillo
'08, Manteca, Calif.; Matt Fragodt ' 09, Becker; Ryan Stoick
' 08, Morris; Patrick Mahoney ' 07, Morris; JeffKarschnik '08,
Windom, UMAC and North Division Offensive Most Valuable
Player; Rick Arterberry ' 08, Marlow, Okla. ; Adam Turgeon
' 07, North Division Most Valuable Defensive Player, South St.
Paul; Andrew Shay '09, Minneapolis; Ryan Powell ' 08, New
Prague, UMAC North Division Most Valuable Lineman; Leonard
Matthias ' 07, Baudette; Second team : Josh Krois '07, Elk River;
Taylor Johnson ' 10, Lakeville; Brady Janzen '08, Mountain
Lake; Andrew Bethke ' 09, Loretto; James Watkins ' 10, Brooklyn
Center; Honorable Mention: Matt Throngard '10, Grantsburg,
Wis.; Patrick Collins '07, Milwaukee, Wis.; Nate Copeland '09,
Minneapolis; Sean Gremmels '08, Glenwood; Blair Elliott '09,
Forest Lake; Brady Rose ' 09, Morgan
Football Academic-Adam Turgeon '07, South St. Paul; Blair
Elliott '09, Forest Lake; Justin Bacon ' 09, Anacortes, Wash.;
Brady Janzen '08, Mountain Lake

Volleyball-Honorable Mention: Brittany Kill ' 08, Alberta; Sarah
Nelson ' 07, Alexandria
Volleyball Academic-Tara Connolly ' 08, Danvers; Melissa
Weller ' 08, Belgrade
Men's Soccer-First team: Patrick O'Connor' 10, Ham Lake; Justin
O' Connor ' 10, Ham Lake; Honorable Mention: Juan Dominguez
' 10, Alamosa, Colo.; Kellen Walker ' 10, Alamosa, Colo.
Men's Soccer Academic-Jason Ward '07, Cottage Grove; Matt
Marggraf '07, Delano
Women's Soccer-Stephanie Clark '07, Colo. Springs, Colo.;
Karen Carr '08, Duluth; Andrea Carro ll-Franck '08, St. Paul;
Andrea Dexter '09, Aurora, Colo.; Ashley Simpson '09,
Broomfield, Colo.; Maddy Gerber' 10, Mahtomedi; Nina Jarnot
' 10, Sartell
Women's Soccer Academic-Jennifer Baga '08, Duluth; Teresa
McAlpin '07, Hastings; Karen Carr '08, Duluth; Stephanie Clark
' 07, Colo. Springs, Colo.; Ashley Simpson ' 09, Broomfield,
Colo.; Jaima Solie '08, Mahtomedi; Alicia Mengelkoch '08,
Minneapolis

Three generations at Jim Gremmels
Cougar Hall of Fame induction
Jim Gremmels, (center) professor emeritus of English and
UMM's first basketball coach (1960-1965), was inducted into
the Cougar Hall of Fame during 2006 Homecoming. Friends,
family, and alumni helped him celebrate, including his son, Paul
Gremmels (left), and his grandson, Justin Gremmels ' 10.

Women's Cross Country and Academic-Allison Betsch '09,
New Ulm; Kateryna Zbdanovych '09, Morris
Women's Golf-Emma Schlosser '09, Nelson, Player of the Year
and Individual Champion
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Schlosser makes history
as first UMAC
women's golf champion
The first-ever
Upper Midwest
Athletic Conference
(UMAC) women ' s
golf championship
tournament is in the
record book, and
Emma Schlosser
' 09, Nelson, has
Schlosser made Cougar history
by winning the
first individual championship. She also
received 2006 Player of the Year and allconference honors .
The November event was held at the
Lynx National Golf Course in Sauk Centre.

Football team plans trip to Italy:
fans welcomed to join the travelers
Cougar footba ll players wi ll travel to Italy during May session
2007 to learn about Italian cu lture both on and off the field. Soccer,
~ - - - ~ - ~ the traditional "football" ofltaly, continues to be one of the country ' s
most-enjoyed athletic competitions, but gridiron football, is growing
in numbers of athletes and fans. In addition to practices and competitions with their
Italian counterparts, the adventure includes visits to Mi lan, Florence, Venice, and Rome.
JeffKarschnik '08, Windom, states: "Going to Italy with the football team gives me
a chance to take advantage ofUMM' s great study abroad program. The trip will allow
me to experience first hand other cultures and share some experiences with people who
have the same passion for football as I do . I am really looking forward to experiencing
Italian culture, including the food , and exploring important historical sites and cities. It
wi ll be a tremendous team-bui lding experience that will propel us to another conference
championship! "
The May session Italian Classic trip is open to fans and friends of the Cougar
football team. While student athletes will be completing the short-term study abroad trip
for credit, nonstudents can enjoy the same program with or without the reading, writing,
research, and reflection assignments. To learn more, contact Matt Johnson at john4030@
morris.umn.edu or learn more online at www.morris.umn.edu/athletics/mens/football/.

Women's soccer wins third straight UMAC tournament title
and earns eighth straight national academic honor
The UMM women ' s soccer team upset top-ranked St.
Scholastica 1-0 in double overtime to win its third straight Upper
Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) post-season title.
"The young women on UMM 's soccer team are true student/
athletes," states Dan Magner, first-year head coach. "As happy as
I am about the championship game, I am more pleased with the
character of the young women. They are good people, diligent
students, and curious seekers of knowledge. Their commitment
to academics spills over into the athletic arena. They treat each
other well, and they have fun . These qualities, coupled with
their willingness to sacrifice for each other, earned them the
opportunity to win the 2006 UMAC Tournament Championship."
Steph Clark '.07, Colorado Springs, Colorado, says her
entire senior season was memorable. "I've played soccer since
I was five," she shares. "Of all the teams I've played on, this
2006 team has been my closest. The program, team, coaches,
and victories have been incredible supportive measures for each
member on the team. The post-season tournament was unreal.
Teresa McAlpin and I are the on ly seniors on the team. To go out
on such an amazing win and season was the perfect gift from our
teammates as well as the perfect gift to give them . I could not
have asked for a better season or a better group of women with
whom to have shared my last soccer career experiences."
UMM women's soccer has enjoyed much success in its
four-year UMAC history, including a regular season title, three
straight post-season titles, an amazing 36-4 record in regular
season play, and a perfect 6-0 record in post-season tournament
play. In addition, the UMM soccer program boasts eight straight
years of receiving national academic honors for exemplary
performance in the classroom from the National Soccer Coaches
Association of America.

Front Row: Steph Clark '07, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Amber
Dziengel '08, Villard; Andrea Dexter '09, Woodbridge, Conn.;
Ashley Simpson '09, Broomfield, Colo.; Teresa McAlpin '07,
Hastings Second Row: Alicia Mengelkoch '08, Minneapolis;
Karen Carr '08, Duluth; Nina Jarnot '10, Sartell; Jennifer
Baga '08, Duluth; Elisabeth Fischbein '08, St. Louis Park;
Maddy Gerber '10, Mahtomedi; Nikita Warren '08, Omaha,
Nebr. Third Row: Rich Hardy, athletic trainer; Ashley Gorski
'10, Hastings; Andrea Lund '10, Bloomington; Aimee Murry
'08, team manager, Rochester; Andrea Carroll-Franck '08,
St. Paul; Jaima Solie '08, Mahtomedi; Maddie Haisley '10,
Albuquerque, N.M.; Dan Magner, head coach
Photo by Danter's Photography, Morris
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Seventh straight win clinches UMAC title
The Cougar football team clinched the Upper Midwest
Athletic Conference championship in a thrilling overtime win
against Rockford College during Dome Day at the Metrodome in
downtown Minneapolis on October 27, 2006.
Brian Curtis, UMM sports information director, recaps the
exciting competition: "The Cougars hit pay dirt on the opening
drive when JeffKarschnik '08, Windom, found Ryan Stoick
' 08, Morris, on a 14-yard completion
that gave UMM a 7-0 lead just over two
minutes into the game. Then Rockford
put up 20 straight points to take a 20-7
lead. The Cougars trailed 20-7 heading
into the fourth quarter, but put up 20
unanswered points, including an overtime
touchdown pass to Patrick Collins '07,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, giving the Cougars
a seven-point lead at 27-20. Then it was
Rockford ' s turn on offense, but the Cougar

defense came up with another huge play to end the game and
preserve the win. Leonard Matthias '07, Baudette, intercepted a
pass at the two-yard line, and the celebration began! "
The Dome Day victory was the Cougar's seventh straight
win, another highlight of an exceptionally exciting Cougar
gridiron season. Adam Turgeon ' 07, South St. Paul, whose
interception at the end of the fourth quarter sent the Dome Day
game into overtime, says this about his
final football season as a Cougar: "The
2006 season was a perfect ending. The
senior class started by breaking the
losing streak and left with a conference
championship. What made me most proud
was that we won and lost as a team. After
a 0-2 start, we were able to come together
and win as a team. We had no dominating
players to carry us, instead we had a team
of players willing to play as one."

Front row: Patrick Mahoney '07, Morris; Zach Juhnke '07, Willmar; Josh Krois '07, Elk River; Trevor Copeland '07, Richfield;
Leonard Matthias '07, Baudette; Blayne Steffen '07, Ladysmith, Wis.; Eric Quackenbush '07, Chokio; Jordan Roman '07,
Milwaukee, Wis.; Adam Turgeon '07, South St. Paul; Patrick Collins '07, Milwaukee, Wis.; Marcis Pavars '08, Riga, Lativia
Second row: Will Nickens, coach; A.J. Cox, coach; Matt Hanson, coach; Justin Gremmels '10, Glenwood; Taylor Johnson '10,
Lakeville; Michael Burrows '09, Oakdale; Ken Crandall, head coach; Justin Bacon '09, Anacortes, Wash.; Paul Carlson '10,
Tracy; Andy Jensen '08, New Prague; Bradley Smith '10, Fairmont; David Torres '09, El Paso, Tex.; Ray Bowman, trainer;
Troy Ostby, coach; Todd Hickman, coach Third row: Andy Schuster '10, Alberta; Matt Throngard '10, Grantsburg, Wis.;
Matt Fragodt '09, Becker; Ryan Stoick '08, Morris; JeffKarschnik '08, Windom; Ryan Powell '08, New Prague; Brady Janzen
'08, Mountain Lake; Brady Rose '09, Morgan; Brandon Lorenz '09, White Bear Lake; Nick Laven '10, Osakis; Chris Szorc '08,
West Chicago, Ill.; Nate Copeland '09, Minneapolis; Peter Fredman '09, Pillager; Josh Tripp '10, Hastings Fourth row: Nathan
Wood '08, Eagle Bend; Andrew Bethke '09, Loretto; Josh Sternfels '09, St. Paul; Josh Engelhart '10, Foley; Matt Harren '09,
Eagle Bend; Scott Barta '10, Faribault; Andrew Shay '09, Minneapolis; Nathan Richter '10, Wadena; Matt Thomas '08, South
St. Paul; Blair Elliott '09, Forest Lake; Ricky Arterberry '08, Marlow, Okla.; Matt Howell '10, Tampa Bay, Fla.; Jeff Aday '10,
Peridot, Ariz.; Matt Johnson, coach Fifth row: Scott Rieland, coach; Nolan Nordlund '10, Clearbrook; Joe Prillo '08, Manteca,
Calif.; Aaron Briesemeister '10, Howard Lake; Kevin Pope '08, Ely; Shane Fickes '10, Herman; Tyler Lampert '10, Niceville,
Fla.; James Watkins '10, Brooklyn Center; Lane Bernhardt '10, Avondale, Ariz.; Joe Boedigheimer '09, Moose Lake; Mike
Terrell '08, Tracy, Cali.; Corey Hemphill '10, Chicago, Ill.; Jon Koeckeritz '08, New Ulm; Sean Gremmels '08, Glenwood;
Raven Battle, coach
Photo by Danter's Photography, Morris
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Brabender '67· leyenda del baloncesto en Espana
Wayne Brabender's life has all the
elements of a good story-an interesting
main character, unexpected turns,
competitive action, a bit of humor, and a
beautiful, exotic setting. Basketball drives
the plot and shapes a narrative rich with success. Although the
tale continues-the ending far from written, Brabender's story is
already a legend in his adopted country of Spain.
Brabender identifies his senior year of high school
in Milan, Minnesota, as one of the first hurdles in his
basketball career. An elbow to the forehead during play
resulted in a serious injury, a fractured skull. Benched
for most of the year, he only played the last six games of
the season. Coach Al Swanson was there to witness his
successful comeback and recruited him to play for his team
at Willmar Junior College, now Ridgewater College.
"I had two good years at Willmar," reflects Brabender.
That's an understatement. In 1965, Willmar Junior College
basketball went all the way to the national tournament, and
Brabender received offers to finish his last two years of
basketball action at universities across the nation.
Coach Swanson counseled Brabender regarding his college
decision. "He said I wouldn't ' get lost' at Morris," remembers
Brabender. "And Noel Olson, the UMM coach, was very 'down
to earth.' I liked him."

On first meeting, Brabender didn't match Femindiz's
expectations. But after watching the tenacious guard play,
Ferrandiz was convinced his skills would benefit Real Madrid.
He invited Brabender to join the team. The young Minnesotan
traveled to Spain to play the familiar game he loved in an
unfamiliar place that would soon become home.

International achievements
Brabender played professional basketball with Real Madrid
for 16 years, garnering 14 league championships, 7 Spanish Cup
Championships, 3 International Cup Championships, 1 World
Championship for Clubs, and 4 European Club Championships.
For 14 years, he played with the Spanish National Team
earning a silver medal in the European championship and MVP
of Europe in 1973. The following year, the Spanish National
Team placed fifth in the world championship in Puerto Rico-an
outstanding feat for Spanish basketball at the time, and Brabender
received all-world first team honors.
The Olympics are also a chapter in Brabender' s basketball
career. He played in the Munich games in 1972 and the Moscow
games in 1980 when the Spanish team took fourth place. In 1988,
he was in Seoul as an assistant coach. Coaching has also brought
Brabender success, at the professional level and at the club level.
In 1989, under Brabender's leadership as head coach, Spain won
the world SUP 22 championship.

Teaching and playing ball
Cougar success
This year, Brabender marks 40
The next exciting episode of
years in Spain and almost as many as a
Brabender's story would be played in
Spanish citizen. The UMM experienceMorris as a Cougar "basketball star,"
academics and relationships with fellow
as the newspapers called him . In 1967,
students and coaches- "has helped
he was named Most Valuable Player,
me throughout the years," he says. He
received Northern Intercollegiate
"validated" his UMM degree in Spain
Conference honors, and was selected as
and now teaches physical education at
a National Association oflntercollegiate
a private school in Getafe, a position he
Athletics All-American. Forty years after
enjoys very much. He makes his home in
graduating from UMM, he continues
the historic city of Illescas.
to hold Cougar records: highest career
Basketball remains a vital component
scoring average at 23 .6; highest season
ofBrabender's story. He's the sports
average points per game at 24.3; highest
director at a successful basketball club,
season total rebounds at 303; and single
Club Deportivo Illescas, that has produced
game most rebounds at 23 .
two championship teams. During the
Now for a humorous interlude ... and
summer, he directs three basketball camps
a dramatic tum of events. The NBA
Philadelphia 76ers drafted Brabender in
in Alabacete, La Rua Ourense, and for La
Brabender, photo courtesy of Real Madrid Fundaci6n Real Madrid.
1967, but that summer, they happened
to mention his name and his talents to
And Brabender-a member of
a very famous Spanish coach representing Real Madrid, Spain' s
the Cougar Hall of Fame and the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
premiere basketball club. This event in Brabender's story is told
Conference Hall of Fame-is still playing basketball, 30-40
on Real Madrid' s Web site as an important part of the team' s
games per year throughout Spain and around the world. "It's a
history: "So mythical Pedro Ferrandiz went away to see this boy. great way to keep promoting basketball," he says.
To Morris, a small city in Minnesota, really far from Filadelfia.
Brabender calls himself and his teammates "the old timers ."
When he arrived, a very blond and very thin boy opens the door
Their official name is much more accurate: Real Madrid Leyendas
de! Baloncesto-basketball legends.
for him. Femindiz asks him for his older brother. 'My older
brothers don't play basketball,' answers Wayne Brabender."
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fheatre titaJor at1d scholarship recipiet1t Philip Jurgraff '07, Fairt1tot1t
has t10 trouble at all expressit1g his excitet1tet1t happit1ess, at1d gratitude!
Phil received the 2006-07 Fosgate Scholarship for fheatre Studems
established by Pat Cleft) at1d C-eorge "Uoc" Fosgate, professor etiteritus of theatre (right).

You, too, have the ability to t1take UMM studet1ts as jubilat1t as Phil.
Make a gift to a UMM scholarship fut1d today,
or cot1tact
the Office of Fut1d Uevelopt1tet1t for it1fort1tatiot1 about creatit1g a UMM scholarship
at1d to leart1 titore about the Protitise offotitorrow tMatchit1g progratit.
320-589-6386
uttttttexten1al@tttorris.utttt1.edu

Make a gift today at www.t11orris.ut11t1.edu/givit1g.
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